
“Introduction to Project Management”.

: Project Management Overview

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about risk management

 Learn about Project Management

 Learn about managing risk

 Learn about managing" Projects

 Learn about value of Project Management

 Learn about Projects Challenging

 Learn about growing demand for effective Project Managers

Definition/Overview:

Risk management: is activity directed towards the assessing, mitigating (to an acceptable level)

and monitoring of risks. In some cases the acceptable risk may be near zero. Risks can come

from accidents, natural causes and disasters as well as deliberate attacks from an adversary. The

main ISO standards on risk management include in businesses, risk management entails

organized activity to manage uncertainty and threats and involves people following procedures

and using tools in order to ensure conformance with risk-management policies. The strategies

include transferring the risk to another party, avoiding the risk, reducing the negative effect of

the risk, and accepting some or all of the consequences of a particular risk.

 Learn about risk management

 Learn about managing risk

 Clarify what project management is and "is not" (it's likely more than you think)

 Learn why projects are challenging to manage

 Understand why project management is the key to the future growth of any organization
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 Learn why the future of project management is bright and why becoming a certified

project manager may be a wise career move

 Review the latest trends in project management that may impact your first opportunity

 Since your perceptions surrounding project management will vary depending upon work

experiences, education, industry, and roles, it's important to establish some "common ground"

before we venture down the road of learning what a project manager must do to be successful in

his/her first opportunity.

Key Points:

1. What Is Project Management

If you are like most people, you are "pretty sure" you know what projects are, and you "think"

you know what project management is (and what a project manager does), but there's always a

varying amount of uncertainty in those perceptions. So, let's start off by clarifying some key

concepts. Project management is simply the process of managing projects (and you thought this

was going to be difficult). While this definition is not particularly helpful, it does illustrate three

key points:

 Project management is not "brain surgery." Yes, it covers a vast array of subjects,

processes, skills, and tools, but the key fundamentals of project management are straightforward

and are consistent across industries.

 To better understand project management, we need to understand what a project is. The

nature of a project provides insights into the scope and challenges of project management.

 To better understand project management, we need to understand what is implied by the

term managing and how this compares against traditional business management.

A project is the work performed by an organization one time to produce a unique outcome.

By "one time," we mean the work has a definite beginning and a definite end, and by

"unique," we mean the work result is different in one or more ways from anything the

organization has produced before. Examples of projects would include the following:

 Building a new house
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 Developing a new software application

 Performing an assessment of current manufacturing processes

 Creating a new radio commercial

This is in contrast to the operations of an organization. The operational work is the ongoing,

repetitive set of activities that sustain the organization. Examples of ongoing operations include

the following:

 Processing customer orders

 Performing accounts receivable and accounts payable activities

 Executing the daily manufacturing orders

After learning more about the nature of projects, you are beginning to see the inherent challenges

involved with project management (and we will detail these out later in this topic). For now, let's

better define "project management."

1.1 Managing" Projects

o What do we mean when we say "managing" projects?

o We mean applying both the science and art to planning, organizing implementing,

leading, and controlling the work of a project to meet the goals and objectives of

the organization.

o We mean the process of defining a project, developing a plan, executing the plan,

monitoring progress against the plan, overcoming obstacles, managing risks, and

taking corrective actions.

o We mean the process of managing the competing demands and trade-offs between

the desired results of the project (scope, performance, quality) and the natural

constraints of the project (time and cost).

1.2 What Is the Value of Project Management?

As operating environment for most organizations continues to become more global, more

competitive, and more demanding, organizations must adapt. They must become more

efficient, more productivethey must "do more with less." They must continually innovate.

They must respond rapidly to a fast-changing environment. How can they do this? How

can they do this in a strategic manner? How can they do this and still have the proper
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management controls? They can do this with effective project management. The strategic

value points that effective project management can offer an organization include the

following:

o Provides a controlled way to rapidly respond to changing market conditions and

new strategic opportunities

o Maximizes the innovative and creative capabilities of the organization by creating

environments of focus and open communication

o Allows organization to accomplish more with less costs

o Enables better leverage of both internal and external expertise

o Provides key information and visibility on project metrics to enable better

management decision-making

o Increases the pace and level of stakeholder acceptance for any strategic change

o Reduces financial losses by "killing off" poor project investments early in their

life cycles

o In addition to providing apparent value to any organization, project management

also offers tremendous value to each of us as individuals. At a personal level, the

value of effective project management

o Ensures that our work is put to the best use for the organization and properly

recognized

o Provides a career path that offers unique, challenging opportunities on each new

project

o Provides a career path that requires all of our abilities and knowledge, including

our management, business, people, and technical skills

o Provides a career path that is high in demand, and generally, an increase in

income

o Provides a career path that prepares you for organizational leadership positions

o Provides a career path that is recognized more each year as excellent preparation

for CxO positions (as more CxO positions are filled by individuals with project

management experience)

o Provides a career path that allows you to be on the front lines of strategic

organizational initiatives and have major impact on the organization's future
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1.3 Why Are Projects Challenging?

From what we've covered so far, from your own experiences, or from your reading of

trade publications, you likely have some appreciation for the difficulty of completing a

successful project. While we address many common challenges in more detail throughout

this book, let's review the key reasons why projects are challenging to manage:

Uncharted territory Each project is unique. The work to be done has never been done

before by this group of people in this particular environment.

Multiple expectations Each project has multiple stakeholders that each have their own

needs and expectations for the project.

Communication obstacles Due to natural organizational boundaries, communication

channels, and team development stages, communication of project information must be

proactively managed to ensure proper flow.

Balancing the competing demands Every project is defined to produce one or more

deliverables (scope) within a defined time period (time), under an approved budget (cost)

with a specified set of resources. In addition, the deliverables must achieve a certain

performance level (quality) and meet the approval of the key stakeholders (expectations).

Each of these factors can affect the others, as Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 illustrate. For

example, if additional functionality (scope, quality) is desired, the time and/or cost

(resources needed) of the project will increase. This is a key focus of an effective project

manager.

Cutting Edge Often, projects have a strategic, innovative focus. As a result, they will

often deal with new, leading edge technologies. In these cases, the project has more risks,

more unknowns, and is much more difficult to estimate accurately.

Organizational Impacts In addition to overcoming natural communication obstacles

created by the project structure, the project manager must also manage overlaps in

organizational approval and authority domains, contend with competing priorities for

shared resources, deal with annual budget cycles that may not be aligned with the

project's funding needs, and ensure that the project is aligned with the focus of the

organization.
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Collaboration Depending on the strategic level and scope of your project, your project

team will consist of stakeholders across the organization from different functional areas

that are likely not accustomed to working together. For project success, these different

stakeholders must learn to work together and to understand the others' perspectives in

order to make the best decisions for the project. Often, the project manager plays a key

facilitating role in this collaboration process.

Estimating the Work Estimating project work is difficult, yet the time and cost

dimensions of the project are built upon these work effort estimates. Given the facts that

the work of the project is often unique (never been done before at all, never been done

with these tools, and/or never been done by these people), and most organizations do not

maintain accurate historical records on previous projects (that may have similar work

components), it is difficult to accurately estimate the effort for individual work items, not

to mention the entire project. For the entire project, you need to anticipate the quantity

and severity of the issues and obstacles that are likely to surface.

1.4 Growing Demand for Effective Project Managers

With the value that project management offers any organization, it is easy to understand

why more and more industries are adopting project management as the way to do

business. As a result, if you check nearly any recent hiring survey or "hot" careers

forecast, you will find project management near the top of this list.

With the business trends of global competition and increased worker productivity

continuing for the foreseeable future, the demand for successful project managers will

only increase. Even in industries and organizations that are experiencing staff reductions,

the individuals who have the knowledge, the people skills, and the management

competence to solve problems and get projects done will be the individuals most valued

and retained by the parent organization.

In addition, many organizations have either compliance or competitive drivers requiring

them to make process improvements to meet process standards set forth by acts of

Congress (Sarbanes-Oxley act), government agencies (such as the federal Food and Drug

Administration or Environmental Protection Agency), industry standards bodies (such as

International Organization for Standards), or industry process models (such as Six Sigma
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Quality Model, or the Capability Maturity Model Integration for software engineering or

project management). In all these cases, effective project management is a requirement to

ensure these process improvements are made, sustained, and can be repeated.

As the demand for effective project managers continues to grow and organizations

continue to experience varying degrees of success with project management, more

organizations are requiring their project managers to be certified. Specifically, they are

requesting PMI's Project Management Professional (PMP) certification. Much like a

master's of business administration (M.B.A.) degree does not guarantee a person can run

a profitable, growing business; the PMP certification does not guarantee a person can

successfully manage a project. However, it does provide assurance that the individual

does have a baseline level of knowledge and experience.

Project management is simply the process of managing projects.

A project is the work performed by an organization one time to produce a unique

outcome. The operational work is the ongoing, repetitive set of activities that sustain the

organization. Each project has multiple stakeholders that each has their own needs and

expectations for the project. Since most projects represent a "change" to business as

usual, the project manager is expected to play a key role in leading the stakeholders

through the change and acceptance process.

: The Project Manager

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about project manager

 Learn about business Management Skills

 Learn about key Skills of Project Managers

 Learn about Project Management Fundamentals
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 Learn about Leadership Skills

 Learn about qualities of Successful Project Managers

 Learn about common Mistakes of Project Managers

Definition/Overview:

Project manager: A project manager is a professional in the field of project management.

Project managers can have the responsibility of the planning, execution, and closing of any

project, typically relating to construction industry, architecture, computer networking,

telecommunications or software development. Many other fields in the production, design and

service industries also have project managers.

Construction project managers in the past were individuals, who worked in construction or

supporting industries and were promoted to foreman. It was not until the late 20th century that

construction and Construction management became distinct fields. Until recently, the industry

lacked any level of standardization, with individual States determining the eligibility

requirements within their jurisdiction. However, several Trade associations based in the United

States have made strides in creating a commonly-accepted set of qualifications and tests to

determine a project manager's competency. The Project Management Institute has made some

headway into being a standardizing body with its creation of the Project Management

Professional (PMP) designation.

The Constructor Certification Commission of the American Institute of Constructors holds

semiannual nationwide tests. Eight American Construction Management programs require that

students take these exams before they may receive their Bachelor of Science in Construction

Management degree, and 15 other Universities actively encourage their students to consider the

exams.

The Associated Colleges of Construction Education, and the Associated Schools of Construction

have made considerable progress in developing national standards for construction education

programs.-
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o Review the different roles played by the project manager

o Review the key skills every project manager should possess

o Learn why some project managers are much more successful than others

o Understand the common mistakes made by many project managers

The project manager has many activities to perform, challenges to overcome, and responsibilities

to uphold over the life of a project. Depending on your individual experiences, your industry

background, and the manner in which project management has been implemented, this review

may have been quite enlightening to you.

To ensure that we have a common understanding on what a project manager does, we'll review

the different roles a project manager plays over the life of a project, and we'll discuss the

prerequisite skills that are needed to perform those roles. Most importantly, we'll accelerate your

learning curve by sharing the characteristics of successful project managers and the common

mistakes made by many others. You've likely heard many of the analogies before to describe the

role of project manager the "captain" of the ship, the "conductor" of the orchestra, the "coach" of

the team, the "catalyst" of the engine, and so on. There's truth and insight in each of the

analogies, but each can be incomplete as well. To gain better understanding of what a project

manager does, let's briefly discuss each of the key roles played by the project manager:

Planner ensures that the project is defined properly and completely for success, all stakeholders

are engaged, work effort approach is determined, required resources are available when needed,

and processes are in place to properly execute and control the project.

Key Points:

1. Key Skills of Project Managers

While there is a broad range of skills needed to effectively manage the people, process, and

technical aspects of any project, it becomes clear there is a set of key skills that each project

manager should have. While these skill categories are not necessarily exclusive of each other,

let's group them into five (5) categories to streamline our review and discussion:
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1.1 Project Management Fundamentals

The "science" part of project management, covered in this book, including office

productivity suite (such as Microsoft Office, email, and so on) and project management

software skills.

1.2 Business Management Skills

Those skills that would be equally valuable to an "operations" or "line-of-business"

manager, such as budgeting, finance, procurement, organizational dynamics, team

development, performance management, coaching, and motivation.

1.3 Technical Knowledge

The knowledge gained from experience and competence in the focal area of the project.

With it, you greatly increase your "effectiveness" as a project manager. You have more

credibility, and you can ask better questions, validate the estimates and detail plans of

team members, help solve technical issues, develop better solutions, and serve more of a

leadership role.

1.4 Key Skills of Project Managers

While there is a broad range of skills needed to effectively manage the people, process,

and technical aspects of any project, it becomes clear there is a set of key skills that each

project manager should have. While these skill categories are not necessarily exclusive of

each other, let's group them into five (5) categories to streamline our review and

discussion:
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1.5 Project Management Fundamentals

The "science" part of project management, covered in this book, including office

productivity suite (such as Microsoft Office, email, and so on) and project management

software skills.

1.6 Business Management Skills

Those skills that would be equally valuable to an "operations" or "line-of-business"

manager, such as budgeting, finance, procurement, organizational dynamics, team

development, performance management, coaching, and motivation.

1.7 Technical Knowledge

The knowledge gained from experience and competence in the focal area of the project.

With it, you greatly increase your "effectiveness" as a project manager. You have more

credibility, and you can ask better questions, validate the estimates and detail plans of

team members, help solve technical issues, develop better solutions, and serve more of a

leadership role.

1.8 Communication Skills

Since communication is regarded as the most important project management skill by

PMI, I felt it was important to separate these out. Skills included in this category would

include all written communication skills (correspondence, emails, documents), oral

communication skills, facilitation skills, presentation skills and the most valuableactive

listening. Active listening can be defined as "really listening" and the ability to listen with

focus, empathy, and the desire to connect with the speaker.
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1.9 Leadership Skills

This category overlaps with some of the others and focuses on the "attitude" and

"mindset" required for project management. However, it also includes key skills such as

interpersonal and general "people" skills, adaptability, flexibility, people management,

degree of customer-orientation, analytical skills, problem-solving skills, and the ability to

keep the "big picture" in mind.

2.0 Qualities of Successful Project Managers

Given the many roles played by a project manager, the broad range of skills needed, and

the inherit challenges in successfully delivering a project, we need to find ways to

accelerate the learning process. Two key ways to accelerate our learning: understanding

the qualities of successful project managers and understanding the common mistakes

made by project managers.

Successful project managers do not share personality types, appearances, or sizes, but

they do share three important features. They excel in at least two of the five key skill

categories (Project Management Fundamentals, Business Management Skills, Technical

Knowledge, Communication Skills, Leadership Skills) and are either "good enough" in

the other categories or staff their teams to compensate for their deficiencies.

They bring a mindset and approach to project management that is best characterized by

one or more of the following qualities:

Takes Ownership Takes responsibility and accountability for the project; leads by

example; brings energy and drive to the project; without this attitude, all the skills and

techniques in the world will only get you so far. Savvy Understands people and the

dynamics of the organization; navigates tricky politics; ability to quickly read and diffuse

emotionally charged situations; thinks fast on the feet; builds relationships; leverages

personal power for benefit of the project. "Intensity with a Smile" Balances an assertive,
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resilient, tenacious, results-oriented focus with a style that makes people want to help;

consistently follows up on everything and their resolutions without "annoying" everyone.

"Eye of the Storm" Demonstrates ability to be the calm "eye" of the project "hurricane";

high tolerance for ambiguity; takes the heat from key stakeholders (CxOs, business

managers, and project team); exhibits a calm, confident aura when others are showing

signs of issue or project stress. Strong customer-service orientation Demonstrates ability

to see each stakeholder's perspective; ability to provide "voice" of all key stakeholders

(especially the sponsor) to the project team; strong facilitation and collaboration skills;

excellent "active" listening skills.

"People-focused" Takes a team-oriented approach; understands that methodology,

process, and tools are important, but without quality "people" it's very difficult to

complete a project successfully. Always keeps "eye on the ball" Stays focused on the

project goals and objectives. There are many ways to accomplish a given objective.

Especially important to remember when "things" don't go as planned.

2.1 Common Mistakes of Project Managers

While we will review many of the common errors made in each of the fundamental areas

of project management throughout this book (so you can avoid them), understanding the

most common project management mistakes will help focus our efforts and help us to

avoid the same mistakes on our projects. The following are some of the most common

mistakes made by project managers:

o Not clearly understanding how or ensuring the project is aligned with

organizational objectives.

o Not properly managing stakeholder expectations throughout the project.

o Not gaining agreement and "buy-in" on project goals and success criteria from

key stakeholders.

o Not developing a realistic schedule that includes all work efforts, task

dependencies, bottom-up estimates, and leveled assigned resources.
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o Not getting "buy-in" and acceptance on the project schedule.

o Not clearly deciding and communicating who is responsible for what.

o Not utilizing change control procedures to manage the scope of the project.

o Not communicating consistently and effectively with all key stakeholders.

o Not executing the project plan.

o Not tackling key risks early in the project.

o Not proactively identifying risks and developing contingency plans (responses)

for those risks.

o Not obtaining the right resources with the right skills at the right time.

o Not aggressively pursuing issue resolution.

o Inadequate requirements definition and management.

o Insufficient management and leadership of project team.

: Essential Elements For Any Successful Project

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn what exactly is a "Successful" Project?

 Learn from Troubled Projects

 Learn qualities about successful projects

 Learn about managing" Projects

Definition/Overview:

There are several approaches that can be taken to managing project activities including agile,

interactive, incremental, and phased approaches.
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Regardless of the approach employed, careful consideration needs to be given to clarify

surrounding project objectives, goals, and importantly, the roles and responsibilities of all

participants and stakeholders.

The traditional approach: A traditional phased approach identifies a sequence of steps to be

completed. In the "traditional approach", we can distinguish 5 components of a project (4 stages

plus control) in the development of a project:

Typical development phases of a project

o Project initiation stage;

o Project planning or design stage;

o Project execution or production stage;

o Project monitoring and controlling systems;

o Project completion stage

Key Points:

1. Managing Projects

 There is a lack of universal harmony of what comprises project success metrics. It seems

that every project management educational source and organizational process maturity standard

has a slightly different definition of project success.

 For many projects, the acceptance and success criteria are never established or agreed to

by all key stakeholders.

 In many cases, an organization may define a project as successful even when some of the

textbook criteria for project success (such as schedule, cost, client expectations) are not

completely met.

 In other cases, a "cancelled" project may be a "successful" project if there was a plan for

one or more "go/no-go" decision points.
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 From a utopian, academic standpoint, the "ultimate" successful project would be defined

as a project that:

 Delivered as promised Project produced all the stated deliverables.

 Completed on-time Project completed within the approved schedule.

 Completed within budget Project completed under the approved budget.

 Delivered quality Project deliverables met all functional, performance, and quality

specifications.

 Achieved original purpose The project achieved its original goals, objectives, and

purpose.

 Met all stakeholder expectations The complete expectations of each key stakeholder were

met, including all client acceptance criteria, and each key stakeholder accepts the project results

without reservation.

 Maintains "win-win" relationships The needs of the project are met with a "people focus"

and do not require sacrificing the needs of individual team members or vendors. Participants on

successful projects should be enthusiastic when the project is complete and eager to repeat a

similar experience.

1.1 Learning from Troubled Projects

Before we review the common traits of many successful projects, there's a lot to be learned

from "less than successful" projects. From my experience, the reasons for project troubles

can be generally classified in two groups: organizational-level issues and project-level issues.

One of the key differences in the two groups is the level of control that the project manager

has over these factors. For project-level issues, the project manager has tremendous influence

on these matters. In most cases, the project manager can either avoid the issue or take action

to resolve it if it does occur. For organizational-level issues, the project manager cannot

generally "fix" the problem, but the project manager can certainly have influence on them by

asking the right questions, anticipating the associated risks and issues, focusing extra efforts

to compensate for the issue, and developing contingency plans to minimize the impact on the

project.

Also, please note that these issues are not exclusive. In most cases, there is overlap, and if

you have one of these factors present in a project, you will generally have others. Table After
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reviewing what makes a project successful and the common ills that befall many "troubled"

projects, you likely have a good sense of the qualities and traits shared by most successful

projects. While no two projects are ever the same, and every project has its own unique set of

challenges, there is a common core of principles that successful project share. By

understanding these, a new project manager can better prioritize and better focus his/her

project management efforts.

1.2 Qualities about successful projects

o Project is aligned with organizational goals.

o Project has effective management support.

o Project has effective leadership.

o All key stakeholders are in agreement on the purpose, goals, and objectives of the

project.

o All key stakeholders share a common vision on the project results.

o All key stakeholders share realistic expectations for the project results.

o The project results meet the expectations of the key stakeholders.

o Stakeholder expectations are constantly managed and validated throughout the

project.

o There is an investment made in proper planning.

o The project scope, approach, and deliverables are clearly defined and agreed upon

during planning.

o Each stakeholder and team member's role(s) and responsibilities are clearly

communicated and understood.

o A high priority is placed on accurate and complete work effort estimates.

o A realistic schedule is developed and agreed upon.

o The project team has a strong results-focus and customer-orientation.

o Project communications are consistent, effective, and focused on "understanding."

o Project progress is measured consistently from the current baseline.

o Project issues and subsequent action items are aggressively pursued.

o There is a strong sense of collaboration and teamwork.
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o Expectations and changes surrounding scope, quality, schedule, and cost are

closely managed.

o Project resources are skilled and available when needed.

o Project team proactively identifies risk and determines mitigation strategies to

reduce project exposure.

o Project team anticipates and overcomes obstacles to ensure project meets

objectives.

: Defining A Project

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about a Project

 Learn about Setting the Stage for Success

 Learn about Defining a Project Relate to Project Planning?

 Learn about Portfolio Project Management

 Learn Additional Elements to Consider

Definition/Overview:

Defining a Project: A project in business and science is a collaborative enterprise, frequently

involving research or design that is carefully planned to achieve a particular aim.

The word project comes from the Latin word projectum from the Latin verb proicere, "to throw

something forwards" which in turn comes from pro-, which denotes something that precedes the

action of the next part of the word in time (paralleling the Greek πρό) and iacere, "to throw". The

word "project" thus actually originally meant "something that comes before anything else
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happens". When the English language initially adopted the word, it referred to a plan of

something, not to the act of actually carrying this plan out. Something performed in accordance

with a project became known as an "object".

This use of "project" changed in the 1950s with the introduction of several techniques for project

management. Use of the word "project" evolved slightly to cover both projects and objects.

However, certain projects continue to include so-called objects object leaders

Contemporary Western business characterized by a modern matrix organization and a

cooperative culture particularly favors project-based approaches. Authoritarian, bureaucratic

organizations with rigid, hierarchical structures show less enthusiasm about project-based work,

which may not operate as expected in their environment due to conflicts between different

cultures.

Key Points:

1. Setting the Stage for Success

Pick your clich of choice here: "getting everyone on the same page," "singing from the same

songbook," "dancing to the same beat," "pointed in the same direction," and "painting the

picture." They all apply, and they all communicate the importance of getting the key project

participants to agree on the answers to these seven basic project definition questions:

 Why are we doing this? (Purpose)

 What organizational level goal(s) does this project support? (Goals and Objectives)

 How does this project fit with the other projects that are going on? (Scope, Project

Context, Project Dependencies)

 What is the expected benefit from this project? (Expected Benefits, Business Case,

Value, Success Criteria)

 What are we going to do? (Scope)

 Who is impacted by this and who must be involved? (Stakeholders)

 How will we know when we are done or if the project was successful? (Success Criteria)
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Gaining consensus on these questions is paramount to managing the organizational level factors

that get projects in trouble (such as alignment with organization and management support) and to

controlling key project level factors that impact project success: stakeholder expectations and

scope management.

1.1 How Does Defining a Project Relate to Project Planning?

Many people think of "defining a project" as part of the project planning process, and

they are correct. It is the first step. However, it is important to make the distinction for

several reasons: Logistically, before you develop a detailed and complete project plan,

you need to know the parameters and boundaries for the project.

Politically, you need to know the key stakeholders are all in agreement with the project

mission (project purpose, goals, objectives, and success criteria) before proceeding

forward.

Practically, the work to properly define a project is often not trivial. In fact, many

process-focused and disciplined organizations handle "project definitions" as separate

projects. Common examples include business case development projects, cost-benefit

analysis projects, selection projects, and assessment projects.

Historically, people have learned that detailed project planning and general project

management are inefficient, and difficult at best, if project definition is not performed.

Financially, effective execution of the project definition process enables the organization

to leverage portfolio project management processes. This should allow the organization

to better invest their limited resources into initiatives that offer the greatest return.

1.2 Portfolio Project Management

Portfolio project management is a management practice that brings rigor and diligence to

the project definition process. It is a management practice that allows executives to make

better decisions regarding which projects to fund, gives them visibility to all targeted
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enterprise projects throughout the project lifecycle, and applies a consistent set of

performance metrics and criteria to better compare project performance. It as a

management practice that attempts to bring an end to projects that are not

organizationally aligned, not prioritized, not resourced properly, and not monitored

closely. Some of the key benefits of this approach to an organization include

o Requires each potential project to be fully defined up front.

o Engages the executives in the project selection and prioritization process, using a

consistent, objective approach.

o Ensures that individual work efforts are prioritized and focused on most important

projects.

o Maintains executive visibility on targeted projects. This helps maintain

organizational alignment.

o Allows executives to identify "troubled" projects earlier. This provides them more

options, and it allows them to re-allocate valuable resources much quicker.

1.3 Project Definition Document

We've referred to "gaining consensus" and "getting agreement" on the answers to the

important project defining questions several times. How do you do this? You write them

down and get everyone to formally sign off on this document. We will refer to this

document as the Project Definition document. In this topic, we will review both the

"must-have" elements and "good to have" elements of the Project Definition document.

1.4 Required Elements

o Success Criteria Closely related to Goals and Objectives, this topic should list the

measurable, verifiable results that will determine the success level of this project.

This section is often referred to as Critical Success Factors too.

o Project Context Documents how this project relates to other projects within the

product program and/or within the organization as a whole. This section should
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also describe how the project fits within the organization and business process

flow.

o Project Dependencies Closely related to Project Context, this section clearly

documents any dependencies that could impact the results or success factors of

this project.

o Scope Specifications Clearly designates the organizational, process, systems, and

functional specification boundaries for the project. Should be high-level

breakdown of the Goals and Objectives.

o Out-of-Scope Specifications To better communicate what is considered to be "in

scope," it is recommended that you clearly indicate the high level work items that

are related (or associated) to this initiative, but that are not of this project

o Assumptions This section clearly communicates the underlying basis or things to

be considered true in regards to any other aspect of this document. In most cases,

the Scope, Out-of-Scope, Assumptions, and Constraints section combine to

clearly define what work will be performed by this project.

o Constraints This section lists any business event, schedule, budgetary, resource, or

technical factor that will limit the options available to the project.

o Risks This section will list any uncertain event or condition (risk) that, if it occurs,

could have a negative impact on one or more project success criterion (schedule,

budget, quality, and so on). For each risk, it is good to list the related causes, the

perceived negative impacts, the likelihood it will occur, and the planned response

strategy and action items.

o Stakeholders This section lists all of the individuals, business units and

organizations involved in the project, the role(s) each is expected to play, and an

indication of how they relate to one another. A Project Organization chart and a

Stakeholder-Role Description Table is highly recommended here.

o Recommended Project Approach To better describe the intent of the initiative,

this section highlights the recommended approach to getting the work of the

project done and why it was selected over any other options. This section should

note any key strategies, methodologies, and technologies to be used.
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1.5 Additional Elements to Consider

o These are informational elements that may not always apply, but if appropriate,

are recommended additions to Project Definition document.

o Alternative Project Approaches This section lists the approach details for any

alternatives that were considered.

o Organizational Change Issues Since most projects result in a change to the status

quo, and the most common oversight in projects is not adequately realizing,

planning, and preparing for the "change" impact to current customers, business

processes, and personnel, it is highly recommended that this area be a focus from

the start of the project.

o Policies and Standards Given the priority that standardization, compliance,

process improvement, security and quality have in most organizations, it is highly

recommended that any policy, regulation, or standard that will be applied to the

project or the results of the project be identified from the start of the project.

o Preliminary Cost, Schedule and Resource Estimates Generally, there is some

preliminary "ballpark" expectation for the cost, timing, and resource needs of this

project. In many cases, these will be noted as either project objectives or as

project constraints. The most valuable information here is not necessarily the date

or the dollar amount, but an explanation for what is driving the figures presented.

o References to Supporting Documents For any situation, where the results of a

preliminary or related project served to define the need or details for this project,

always include a reference to those supporting documents. Common examples

would be a Business Case, Cost-Benefit Analysis, Assessment Results,

Requirements Document, and Business Process Engineering Studies.

1.6 Project Definition Checklist

Here's a checklist that can help you to determine if your project is defined properly and if

you are ready to proceed to the next iteration of detailed planning. If you find that your

project is not properly defined, you have the following options available to you:
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o Resolve any gaps with appropriate stakeholders before moving onto next phase

o If the project has already been defined, work to resolve these gaps during the

detail planning phase.

o If gaps cannot be resolved, then handle as project risks or issues (whichever is

appropriate for the specific gap).

o Is it clear why this is project is being undertaken?

o Is there a clear picture of the desired results of this project?

o Is there a clear picture of how this project fits within the organizational

landscape?

o Do you understand who is funding the project initiative?

o Is there a gap between available and needed funds?

o Is the gap between the current state and the desired future state clearly

documented and understood?

o Has the expected "change impact" on existing business processes, customers,

systems and staff been clearly documented?

o Have the success factors been identified? Are they complete? Are they SMART?

o Have any future state performance targets been defined as success factors? Are

they SMART?

o Logistically, before you develop a detailed and complete project plan, you need to

know the parameters and boundaries for the project.

o As with all project management processes, the time and rigor invested should be

consistent with the size and risk level of the project.

o Goals and Objectives section is derived from the Purpose and communicates the

targeted outcomes for the project.
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: Planning A Project

Topic Objective:

 Understand the key principles of effective project planning

 Learn the Project Planning

 Understand that a project plan is not a Microsoft Project file

 Review the essential elements for a project plan

 Learn how to develop a project plan

 Learn how to avoid the common project planning mistakes

Definition/Overview:

Key Project Planning Principles: While most reasonable people will, at least, acknowledge

there is value to "planning" at a logical level, many of those same people are less than

"emotionally committed" to the practice. Why is this? Generally, it is because the "project

planning" they have witnessed has violated one or more of the following key project planning

principles.

Multiple passes required Project planning is not a one-time activity performed at the beginning

of a project. For starters, it generally takes several iterations to get to a comprehensive plan given

the multitude of inputs that must be integrated and the number of stakeholders that need to agree

on the plan. In addition, as things happen and we learn more, plans will need to be adjusted and

details ironed out as the project moves along.

A project plan is NOT a Microsoft Project file before we go any further, let's make sure we are

clear on a few key terms. A project plan is not a project schedule or a Work Breakdown

Structure (WBS). A project plan is all-encompassing document that is used as the basis for

controlling and executing a project.

Give me one the planning exercise and the planning team must have control over one of the

traditional project success factors (scope, time, cost, or performance). Senior management can

set all but one of these factors just not all of them.
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"Proactive" project management Effective planning enables a "proactive" project management

approach. Before the execution of the project gets underway, we ask the questions and determine

the approaches we will take to manage the project and stakeholder expectations regarding project

communications, stakeholder responsibilities, quality management, risks, responses to specific

performance variances, procurement management, and project team management.

"Stay down from the mountain" Project planning is not the time for the top-down, Mount

Olympus approach to management. Project planning is the time for questions, facilitation,

interaction, and feedback.

Specifically, you need to conduct a stakeholder analysis on all of your management and

customer stakeholders to validate the project definition elements, understand their expectations

and communication needs, and to review procedures for dealing with critical issues, risks,

change requests, and performance variances.

In addition, the team members who will be doing the work should be heavily involved in

defining and estimating the details of the work to be performed. Important Questions

1. Project Planning Should Answer

Think of project planning as a process of "asking questions" and working with your team to "get

the answers." While the process of defining a project answers some key fundamental questions to

get us started such as:

 Why are we doing this project?

 What is the project supposed to accomplish?

 Who are the key stakeholders? The sponsor? The customers?

It is the process of "detail planning" a project that allows us to answer the questions we

need addressed to implement and manage the project. These important questions focus on both

the work to produce the targeted deliverables and on the work to manage the project. Some of

these key questions include the following:

 How exactly will the deliverables be produced?
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 What work tasks must be performed to produce the deliverable?

 Who will do the work?

 What other resources (facilities, tools) will we need to do the work?

 Where will the work occur?

 How long will it take to do the work?

 When will the work be done?

 How much will this project cost?

 What skills, skill levels, and experience are needed for each role? When do I need them?

 When do I need each resource? How do I get resources?

 Who is responsible and accountable for what?

 How will changes be controlled?

 How do I ensure acceptable quality in deliverables and in the process?

 How will I keep stakeholders informed, get their feedback, what mediums are best?

 How will I track issues? How will critical issues be escalated?

 How do we handle variances? What is the threshold for senior management? What

communications need to occur?

 What risks exist? What are our response strategies?

 How will version control be conducted?

 How will project information be maintained, secured?

 How will I manage the project team? What training needs exist? How will their

performance be evaluated? How will I orient any new team member?

 If we are leveraging external resources (vendors, suppliers), how do we manage their

performance?

 How will project performance be measured and reported?

 And ultimately, do I have a plan that will allow me to execute and control this project?

 As we determine these answers, we capture them in the project plan. We can then review

the project plan with our key stakeholders to ensure we have agreement and understanding. Let's

next step through a typical project plan and review what each section is for and how we go about

getting this information.
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Key Points:

1. Project Planning

1.1 Building a Project Plan

The first step in building a project plan is to validate the elements of the project definition

document. Depending upon the length of time between acceptance of the project

definition and the start of detail planning, you may need to confirm that there have been

no changes in the purpose, objectives, success criteria, and scope of the project with your

key stakeholders.

1.2 Validate project definition

This section should reference the project definition document and includes all required

elements of a project definition document. The key task here is to re-validate the business

case for the project. This is especially important if there has been a time lag between

project definition and detail project planning, or if the planning exercise results in time

and cost estimates significantly greater than originally estimated during project

definition.

1.3 Determine what needs to be done

This section should provide any additional details regarding the project approach (how

this will be done), the targeted deliverables that will be produced, and all of the work that

is required to complete the project.

1. 4 Determine acceptance criteria

This information can be part of other components, such as deliverables list, WBS, project

approach, or quality management plan, and may not be its own section. However, to
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validate that all required work has been identified and to improve the quality of work

estimates, it is best to clearly document (somewhere in the project plan) what the

acceptance criteria is for each deliverable and for each project phase.

o Determine resource needs Based upon the tasks and activities that need to be

performed, determine the type and quantity of resources needed. Resources

include people (roles), facilities, and tools. These resource needs should be

determined when developing the WBS with the team members who will be doing

the work.

o To assist the acquisition and management of these resources, all resource needs

should be documented (resource management plan). For people resources,

document the role description and the prerequisite skills, skill levels, and

experience.

o Acquire resources After the resource needs are documented, you can now begin

the process of acquiring those resources. The key questions to be answered here

are

o Will I be able to get the "quality" of resource requested?

o Will I be able to get this resource in-house or will I need to obtain it from an

external supplier/vendor?

o Will the resource be available when needed?

o How will this impact my cost estimates and budget?

o Estimate the work After we know what all of the work activities are, and we know

what level of resource will be doing the work, we can now estimate the effort and

duration for each activity. Due to the critical importance and difficulty of this

step.

o Develop the schedule Now that we understand the required resources and

estimated effort for each work task, we are now in position to identify the

relationships between these tasks and build a schedule to complete the work.

o At a minimum, schedule information should be available in at least one summary

form (such as a milestone summary listed in Figure 5.3) and always available in

complete detail.
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1.5 Project Plan Checklist

Here's a quick checklist that can help you to determine if your project is planned

properly and if you are ready to proceed to execute your project.

o Have you answered all the questions in the section "Important Questions Project Planning

Should Answer"?

o Have you reviewed your WBS, work effort estimates, project schedule, and project

budget against their respective checklists?

o Has the project plan been reviewed and approved?

o Was the project plan signed off in a review meeting? In-person?

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Developing The Work Breakdown Structure

Estimating The Work

Developing The Project Schedule

Determining The Project Budget

Controlling A Project

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 2.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to c ontinue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.
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In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Developing The Work Breakdown Structure

Estimating The Work

Developing The Project Schedule

Determining The Project Budget

Controlling A Project

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 2.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to c ontinue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.

: Estimating The Work

Topic Objective:

 Understand the Schedule Development Process

 Understand how estimating is used to manage project risk

 Review the common reasons for poor estimates and how to avoid them

 Review the key estimating techniques and methods

 Learn Best Practices

 Learn the best estimating practices of successful projects
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Definition/Overview:

Schedule Development Process: Before we get into the details of estimating, let's make sure we

are clear on where estimating falls in the schedule development and planning process. If

someone stopped you on the street and asked you for an "estimate," what is the minimum

information that you would need? You would need to know what the estimate is forwhat work is

to be done. And you would need to know who is going to do itwhat type of resources will be

involved in performing the work. Estimating the work should occur after we have identified the

work and after we have thought about what resources are needed for the project.

It sounds so simple, doesn't it? Then why is this so tough? Well, we will cover this in more detail

later in this topic, but these two basic prerequisites are where most estimating woes originate.

There is often not a clear or complete understanding of the work to be performed by the person

doing the estimate, and the relationship between the work estimate and the resource doing the

work is not defined or communicated. In addition, there is the challenge of estimating work that

has not been done before in exactly these conditions.

1 Managing the Risk, Managing the Estimates

There lies the key challenge. How do you manage the uncertainty that is naturally involved with

the estimating process? Since these estimates form the foundation for the project schedule and

the project budget, we must implement techniques and approaches that allow us to properly

manage this risk and the expectations of our stakeholders.

While this subject of estimating and risk could easily slip into a review of statistics, probability,

standard deviations, skewed distributions, and Monte Carlo analysis, we will not go there. In

many real-world environments, these advanced concepts and techniques are not utilized to

estimate work and to manage the associated risk, and these topics would be outside the scope of

this book. Our focus will be understanding the impact that estimating the work has on our overall

risk management approach and what we can do to minimize the those risks.
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1.1 Reasons for Estimating Woes

Before we review the key estimating techniques and methods that we need to know to

best plan our projects and manage our risk, let's first take a deeper look at the common

reasons for estimating woes on many troubled projects:

Improper work definition The number one reason for inaccurate work estimates is

inadequate definition of the work to be performed. This includes the following:

o Estimates based on incomplete work. Work elements (packages) not accounted

for in the WBS.

o Estimates based on lack of detail work breakdown.

o Estimates made without understanding the standards, quality levels, and

completion criteria for the work package.

o Wrong people estimating Another key reason for inaccurate work estimates is that

the wrong people make the estimates. While it may be appropriate for

management to make ballpark estimates during the early defining and planning

stages, when firm commitments must be made, it is best to have the people who

have experience doing the work make the estimates (or at least review and

approve any proposed estimate made by someone else).

o Poor communications This reason hits on the process of facilitating estimate

development. This category includes such events as

o Not sharing all necessary information with the estimator.

o Not verifying with the estimator what resource assumptions and other factors the

estimates are based on.

o Not capturing and communicating the estimate assumptions to all stakeholders.

o Wrong technique used We will cover this in greater detail in the next section, but

this category includes events such as

o Making firm budget commitments based on top-down or "ballpark" estimates

rather than bottom-up estimates.

o Not asking for an estimate range or multiple estimates.
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o Not leveraging the project team.

o Not basing estimates on similar experiences.

o Resource issues Related to the poor communications category, but this is a

specific case where it's not really an estimate issue. This is when the person

assigned to do the work is not producing at the targeted level or when there are

performance quality issues with any of the materials, facilities, or tools. Without

documented assumptions, these issues can appear as inaccurate estimates to

stakeholders.

o Lack of contingency In many cases, especially on projects involving new

technologies and new processes, the identified risk factors are not properly

accounted for in the work estimates. The uncertainty level in specific work

estimates needs to be identified and carried forward into the project schedule and

budget as part of the contingency buffer or management reserve.

o Management decisions In many situations, senior management influence and

decisions impact the estimating accuracy level. This category includes events

such as

o Senior management making firm budget commitments based on initial, high level

estimates and not accounting for accuracy ranges.

o Senior management not willing to invest time or resources to get detailed, bottom-

up estimates.

o Estimators factoring their estimates for senior management expectations rather

than the actual work effort.

o Management requesting that estimates be reduced in order to make the work meet

the budget or schedule goals.

o Management decisions to bid or accept work for less than estimated cost.

o No use of management reserve to account for risk/uncertainty.
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Key Points:

1. Best Practices

Now that we have an overview of the estimating techniques and methods that are available to us,

and we have a feel for the estimating mistakes that are commonly made, let's review the

estimating best practices of successful organizations and projects.

 Estimating should be based on the work breakdown detailed in the WBS.

 Estimating should be performed (or approved) by the person doing the work.

The work estimates for lower level WBS items should be less than the standard reporting period

for the project (typically one or two weeks).

 If the work estimate is not less than this, it is a good sign the task needs further

decomposition.

 Estimating should be based on historical information and expert judgment.

 Estimates are influenced by the capabilities of the resources (human and materials)

allocated to the activity.

 Estimates are influenced by the known project risks and should be adjusted accordingly

to account for those risks.

 All bases and assumptions used in estimating should be documented in the project plan.

 When asking an SME for an activity estimate, make sure to provide the following

whenever possible

 Project definition document (context, approach, assumptions, and constraints)

 WBS

 The applicable standards, quality levels, and completion criteria for the work package

 When asking an SME for an activity estimate, make sure to ask for the following at a

minimum:

 An estimate range (not just a single value).

 Factors driving that range

 Assumed resource level, skills and productivity

 Assumed quality level and acceptable completion criteria

 Estimates should be given in specific time ranges.
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 For managing high-risk projects, the following estimating techniques are recommended:

 Use of phased and bottom-up estimating techniques

 Use of the average weight and/or team consensus estimating methods

 For high-risk projects where the organization lacks significant previous experience or

process knowledge, consider outsourcing the planning phase as an assessment engagement to an

outside firm.

 A project's time and cost estimates should be based on project needs and not dictated by

senior management. The project manager should work with senior management to reconcile any

differences.

 Reserve time (contingency, buffer) should be added to either the project schedule or to

individual activity duration estimates to account for the level of risk and any uncertainty that

exists.

 Historical information is vital to improving estimates. If you don't measure actual

performance, you will not have the feedback to improve estimating accuracy.

: Developing The Project Schedule

Topic Objective:

 Understand why the project schedule is vital to a successful project

 Review the process for creating a realistic schedule

 Learn the characteristics of a good schedule

 Learn Goal of the Schedule Development Process

 Review the options for effectively presenting your schedule to others
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Definition/Overview:

The Impact of the Project Schedule: As mentioned earlier in the book, the project schedule is

often referred to as the "project plan" in error. While not technically correct, it is easy to

understand why this term is often used. The project schedule serves as the chief integration point

for most, if not all, of your project planning efforts. The project schedule reflects (or should

reflect when the schedule development process is complete) all of the following:

 WBS

 Resource plan

 Work estimates

 Key milestones

 Responsibility assignments (RASIC)

 Quality management plan

 Risk management plan

 Communications management plan

 Procurement management plan

 Staff management (training) plan

Key Points:

In addition to providing this vital integration role, the project schedule is important to the project

manager for these reasons as well:

Drives project budget Since most of your project costs are a factor of time, the project schedule

is a main driver for your project budget. If the schedule is inaccurate, your budget is likely

incorrect too.
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Drives resource schedule Your schedule drives the timing of your resource needs. Especially in

organizations where resources are shared across projects or centrally managed, the accuracy of

the schedule is key to efficient resource management.

Essential for managing expectations With a well-developed schedule, you have the best tool for

managing stakeholder expectations regarding the schedule-cost-quality equilibrium. A well-

developed schedule will illustrate the "earliest" date a project can be completed given the

project's current requirements and constraints. This is an invaluable tool when negotiating the

final schedule with senior management or customers and when assessing the impact of any

change to equilibrium factors during the execution of the project.

Allows project performance to be measured With a well-developed and approved project

schedule, you now have the ability to establish a baseline for how the project is actually

performing.

Provides for "what-if" analysis capabilities Another important ability that a well-developed

schedule provides is the ability to perform "what-if" analysis during the execution of the project.

Over the course of a project, things happen that can negatively impact project performance. At

these times, you will often be asked what corrective actions can be taken to possibly get the

project back on schedule. Without a well-developed schedule, you will not be able to quickly

determine the impact of implementing a given schedule compression technique, such as fast-

tracking, crashing, or limited overtime.

1. The Goal of the Schedule Development Process

I've used terms like "realistic" and "well-developed" to describe the type of project schedule we

want to develop. Before we continue, let's clarify what the goal of the schedule development

process should be. The schedule development process should generate a project schedule that

meets the following criteria:

o The schedule must represent all the work to be done. This is why the quality and

completeness of the WBS is so important.

o The schedule must be realistic with regard to time expectations.
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o The schedule must have "buy-in" from team members and stakeholders.

o The schedule must be documented and formalized.

After reviewing this list, you probably see why so many projects are troubled from the start.

While there are many factors that can adversely impact project performance and cause us to re-

plan, re-schedule, or take corrective actions, an improper schedule should not be one of them. Of

course, by understanding the lessons discussed in this topic and in this book, you will be well on

your way to developing solid project schedules every time.

1.1 Key Inputs for Building a Schedule

The first step in building a schedule is to review the key inputs. Let's make sure we are

clear on these and where we are in the overall schedule development and planning

process. To build a project schedule, you need five key inputs:

o WBS List of organized tasks, the work to be done.

o Effort estimates Amount of effort and time each task will take.

o Task relationships The logical dependencies that exist between work tasks

(depicted as the Sequence the Work step in Figure 8.1). We will review this step

in this topic.

o The actual personnel and equipment needed to perform the work between work

tasks (referenced throughout these Planning topics, and covered in more detail in

this topic).

o Risk responses Measures taken to deal with the uncertainty surrounding effort and

resource estimates. Usually, in the form of additional time (contingency buffer)

added to the schedule.
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1.2 Creating a Schedule

Since we are on this wavelength, let's go ahead and review the key steps involved

in building a project schedule. The steps are also summarized in Figure 8.4. We will

follow-up this section with a more in-depth look at a few of these:

1.3 Identify the work tasks to be done (WBS).

o Estimate the effort for each work task Based on specific resource types, the

amount of effort each task will task.

o Determine task relationships (network diagram) identify which tasks have to be

done before others can begin and which tasks can be done at the same time (in

parallel).

o Assign resources Assign the roles, personnel, and equipment that will perform

each task.

o Develop preliminary schedule If you have not already, capture all of these inputs

using your preferred scheduling software.

o Perform "reality" check A key, often overlooked, step in the process to make your

schedule realistic. This step includes a review of resource allocation and calendar

setup.

o Shorten the schedule In this step, you will determine the critical path and look for

ways to reduce the time required to complete the critical path tasks.

o Account for risk responses If any of the risk responses includes adding a

contingency buffer to any specific task or to the entire schedule, make sure to

include this in the schedule too.

o Walk through the schedule In this important step, the proposed schedule is

presented for review and feedback. At a minimum, the schedule should be closely

reviewed by the core project team first, and then by the key stakeholders

(management, customers).
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o Finalize schedule incorporate feedback from stakeholders; make any adjustments

for actual resource assignments, final risk responses, and success factor tradeoffs;

get formal acceptance of schedule.

1.4 Determining Task Relationships (Sequencing the Work)

In this step, we think about what needs to be done first and what can be done at the same

time. We want to capture the logical relationships that exist between the tasks in our

WBS. The traditional technique used to capture these relationships is the network

diagram.

Unlike most introductory project management books, I'm not going to spend 510 pages

(or more) on traditional network diagram topics such as types of network diagrams

(Activity-on-Node, Activity-on-Arrow, GERT), dependency types (Finish-to-Start, Start-

to-Finish, Start-to-Start, Finish-to-Finish), or mathematical analysis scheduling

techniques (Critical Path Method, PERT, and Monte Carlo simulation). Why? Because

unless you are in a specialized industry, these techniques are not used very often, and

most project scheduling software will take care of most of this for you (if you know how

to use it). Of course, if you plan to take the PMP, you will need to hone up on these

concepts. The whole idea here is look at your work visually and thinks about in what

order (sequence) the work needs to occur. This is an exercise in logic. In many cases, this

step is an excellent team activity. At this time, you don't want to concern yourself with

resource constraints: just focus on logical sequence of the work. When you complete this

task, you want to be clear on three things:

o For each task, what others tasks must be completed first?

o For the project, what tasks could be done at the same time (concurrently, in

parallel)?

o For the project, where are your external dependencies? What tasks need an

external event or task to complete, before it can start?
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1.5 Building the Preliminary Schedule

Now that we have our key inputs (WBS, task relationships, effort estimates, and

resource assignments), we are ready to build our initial schedule. There are a few

keys to remember here:

Use scheduling software and get properly trained in how to use it.

If you've done the other steps well up to this point, this step is much, much easier.

1.6 Perform "Reality" Check

In this step, we need to make sure the schedule is reasonable and is aligned with

the organizational culture. The primary checkpoints are listed here: Check for

proper allocation of resources In this activity, we want to do two things: remove

unrealistic work allocations and optimize the use of our resources. This activity is

commonly referred to as resource leveling. Most scheduling software systems will

provide a function to do this for you, but proceed with caution the software does

not always get this right. As a result, you can have a less than optimal schedule. I

recommend, especially if you are just beginning, that you manually level the

allocation of your resources. You will learn more about your scheduling software

and you will become more intimate with your schedule.

Review the resource schedule and look for any allocation that is over the

maximum hours per day or per week. In other words, if Joe Analyst is allocated

for 16 hours on Monday, we have an unrealistic expectation. An adjustment needs

to be made. The three common responses to resource over-allocation situations

are

Utilize other resources. Assign one or more of the affected tasks to an available

resource.
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Establish a predecessor relationship. If Joe is the one who must perform each task,

make the start of one task dependent upon the finish of the other(s).

Modify the priority level of one or more of the tasks and let the software perform

its resource leveling function. Check for proper use of calendars In this activity,

we want to check the following: Are the non-working days accounted for

(holidays, weekends)? Is the number of work hours per day consistent with the

organization's expectation? Are 8 hours of productivity per day assumed or

something different? For part-time resources or resources with special work

schedules, are individual calendars assigned to them that reflect this reality?

1. 7 Shorten the Schedule

On most projects, your preliminary schedule will not be the schedule presented to the

stakeholders for approval. Due to either stakeholder expectations or an external deadline

that must be met, an effort must be made to compress or "shorten" the schedule without

reducing the scope of the project. The key to this effort is the critical path.

o The critical path determines the earliest (the soonest) your project can be

completed given the current task relationships and estimated durations. As a

project manager, you want to be very clear about which tasks comprise the critical

path for two reasons:

o If you can reduce this critical path (or change it), you may be able to complete the

project sooner.

o Any slippage in the completion of a critical path task will push out the completion

date for the entire project.

1. 8 Walk Through the Schedule

In our pursuit of both a more realistic schedule and a schedule that our stakeholders feel

ownership, we need to walk through the schedule with at least two groups and if at all

possible get a third quality-based review
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o Review with project team First, present the proposed schedule to your project

team. Seek their feedback on all aspects: complete task listing, correct resource

assignments, logical task sequence, reality factors, and so on. Make any necessary

adjustments.

o Quality review: This review is not always possible, but whenever possible, have

an experienced and knowledgeable project scheduler review your proposed

schedule before you submit it to your stakeholders. Especially if you are just

gaining experience at this, this input and training can be invaluable.

o Review with project stakeholders Present the proposed schedule to key

stakeholders. Seek feedback and questions on all aspects: verify resource

assignments, risk responses, key milestones, and so forth. There are two keys to

this step. One, the form and manner in which the schedule information is

presented (making it as reviewer friendly as possible), and two, investing the time

to have a real-time, interactive review session.

: Determining The Project Budget

Topic Objective:

 Understand Impact of the Project Budget

 Review the Principles of an Effective Budget

 Learn to crearte a Project Budget

 Understand to develop Initial Budget
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Definition/Overview:

The Impact of the Project Budget: Even if you find yourself in an environment where it is not

expected that you develop a project budget (instead you are asked to primarily manage schedule

and scope), I strongly encourage you to do two things:

 Do it anyway Develop a project budget anyway. This exercise will build your project

management skills, enable you to recognize project performance issues sooner, and better

prepare you for senior management discussions about your project.

 Follow the money You should have determined this as part of project definition, but just

in case you have not yet, make sure you are totally clear on who is financially sponsoring the

project and who controls any financial-based decision to be made about your project. This

awareness is key in your efforts to manage expectations and to understand the political aspects of

your project.

 The project budget estimates all of the costs the project will incur, when they will be

incurred, and is a key component of the overall project plan. The project budget is important for

the following reasons:

 Planning validator Since the project schedule is a main driver for the project budget, the

budget can serve as an excellent cross-reference for the validity of the schedule and vice versa.

By looking at the schedule from a cost perspective, you may see resource or budget issues that

were not obvious before. Inversely, the schedule input is key for validating the project budget,

because the budget needs to account for all the time a resource is required on the project.

 Performance measurement By measuring project progress against a cost baseline, you can

better measure the true performance of your project along the way, and in most cases, identify

issues and risks much sooner. This is the basis for an advanced project controlling technique

called earned value management.

 Managing expectations The budget impacts stakeholder expectations in several ways.

The initial budget sets the expectation on what the total project costs should be. If the budget is

not developed properly then you are bound to have an expectation issue. If the project budget is

pre-defined and serves as a cost ceiling for the project then it helps you to set stakeholder

expectations regarding project schedule and project scope.
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 Cash flow management tool Your schedule drives the timing of your resource needs.

Especially in organizations where resources are shared across projects or centrally managed, the

accuracy of the schedule is key to efficient resource management.

 Justifying project investment With more projects accountable to a project selection

process and to financial return on investment expectations, it is increasingly important to

establish the cost baseline for the project and monitor closely.

1. Principles of an Effective Budget

Before we get into the details of building a project budget, let's review the fundamental

principles that will guide this process:

 Iterative process Budget development is an iterative process just like all of project

planning. The various facets of project planning all interrelate and have natural feedback loops.

With the project budget, there are strong dependencies on organizational policies and on the

schedule development process. As a result, it usually takes several cycles to fully develop the

budget and to get agreement.

 Total lifecycle The budget should address the total project lifecycle. This is a common

oversight, especially for the operational phases of the project.

 Time-phased Not only do we need to budget cost totals, but we need to know when these

costs will be incurred for both cash flow management and project control reasons. The goal of

the project budgeting process is to establish a cost baseline.

 Comprehensive The budget should account for all project costs. There is a tendency to

only account for obvious resources needed for the project (labor, new equipment). As part of our

focus on making the budget (like the schedule) complete and realistic, we'll cover all of the costs

that need to be considered later in this topic.

 Include a buffer A buffer, normally referred to as management reserve, should be

allocated to the project budget. The management reserve is primarily there to deal with known

risks (a risk response), the estimating uncertainty factor, and the overall planning uncertainty

factor (hidden work, re-work, hidden costs, change requests). In addition, if you have a long-

term project or an international project, you may need a buffer for monetary factors such as

inflation and exchange rates. Of course, these should be noted as risks in these situations.
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 Document assumptions Budget assumptions are documented like all other project

assumptions. Any assumption made as part of the budgeting process should be documented and

clearly communicated. As with all assumptions, you can document them within the targeted

deliverable (in this case the budget document spreadsheet), or add them to the designated

repository for project assumptions (commonly either a separate assumptions document, the

project definition document, or project plan).

1.1 Creating a Project Budget

The actual process of developing a project budget is straightforward. The general challenges

lie more with omissions and the foundation the budget is based upon. In this section, we will

review the details of the develop budget and finalize budget steps that we have depicted in

our general project planning process flow.

1.2 Sources of Project Costs

The first step in building a project budget is to identify your costs. This sounds easy enough,

right? Let's review the cost sources that need to be considered.

One of the key budget cost items. Budget should reflect a line item for each person or

rolewhichever makes the most sense for your project. Costs are based upon resource rates

and estimated work durations. When dealing with external labor, these costs are a key

component of the business relationship and normally easy to obtain. However, it can be

difficult getting rates for internal resources. In most organizations, either the human

resources or finance department should have standard labor rates for internal resources based

on role.

Equipment: This category generally includes the tools that the project team requires to

complete the work of the project. For budget purposes, the keys with the equipment category

are twofold:
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Completeness: Using a bottom-up estimating approach should identify all equipment needs

from a task perspective. For knowledge-based projects, you need to account for software-

based tools too.

Expense versus capital: You should work with accounting to determine if your equipment

costs need to be expensed at full cost against your project or if your project just needs to

reflect depreciation cost. Different factors can influence this decision, but the most common

one is whether or not the equipment will be used by more than one project.

Key Points:

1. Develop Initial Budget

Once we have our resource requirements and work duration estimates, we can start to

develop the budget. Like the estimates for work, it is best to estimate your costs at the work

package level. By taking a bottom-up approach, you are in the best position to identify all of

your resource needs and develop a more realistic budget. In addition, many industries and

organizations have cost estimate models that can be leveraged, too. These models are best

used during initial planning activities and as a cross-reference and validation tool for your

detailing planning efforts.

Unless your organization has invested in an enterprise project management application with

an emphasis on project costing or you have advanced skills in project scheduling software, I

recommend the use of spreadsheet software (such as Microsoft Excel) for your project

budget. I favor the spreadsheet approach for three principal reasons:

o Capture all costs The spreadsheet approach allows you to easily capture all of

your project costs (and not just labor costs which is the primary cost element

captured by your schedule).
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o Flexible The spreadsheet approach offers flexible options in how you set up and

organize your budget. It can also be used to track your project costs during project

execution.

o Easy analysis The spreadsheet approach comes with built-in analysis and

reporting capabilities that can be easily leveraged.

o The two keys for setting up your project budget are to set a line item for each cost

source and to use columns for each time phase (period) that will be tracked.

1.2 Finalize Budget

Once the schedule nears completion and the actual resources have been identified, we can

finalize the project budget. Besides firming up rates on resources and estimates on other cost

factors, there are several objectives to accomplish in this step. Validate procurement tasks

scheduled Make sure that all the tasks dealing with procuring resources (labor, equipment,

materials) are accounted for in the project schedule (and WBS). Common tasks include

ordering, delivery, setup, and payment.

Reconcile task costs versus resource costs In most cases, there will be gaps between resource

assignments on the schedule, or resources will not always be scheduled at maximum

capacity. Much of this depends on how efficiently resources are leveled. Nevertheless, if

your resource costs are based solely on assigned tasks, your budget may not reflect the actual

resource costs you will incur. For example, Joe Analyst may only have 26 estimated work

hours assigned one week, but is fully booked at 40 hours the following week. You can't

afford to release Joe for the small gap that exists, so the project is generally accountable for

all of his time both weeks. This situation also depends on the level of responsibility the

project has for maximizing resource usage, the level of resource planning done in the

organization, and how time is reported.

A good rule of thumb is to calculate personnel costs by taking their rates multiplied by a

given calendar time period. For example, if I know Joe Analyst is on my project for 12

weeks, and I know he is generally a full-time resource, I will calculate a resource cost for Joe
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by taking Joe's hourly rate x 40 hours x 12 weeks. This is likely to give me a truer cost

estimateat least a more conservative one.

Finalize management reserve Based upon all known risk factors, finalize the buffer amount

to be added to the project budget. The specific amount will vary depending on risk level,

industry practices, and management philosophy.

1.3 Common Budget Challenges

Let's take a quick review of the common challenges that a project manager faces when

figuring a project budget. By increasing awareness of these factors, you can work proactively

to avoid these in your own situation.

Based on weak foundation The budget is built upon the planning foundation created by the

WBS, resource estimates, effort estimates, and the project schedule. An inadequacy in any of

these elements is directly reflected in the budget.

Missing cost categories The budget needs to reflect all the costs that will be incurred or at

least all the costs that the project is accountable for by the sponsoring organization. See

earlier section for the list of cost sources that should be considered.

No profit margin For projects that are sold to clients, do not forget to include the profit

margin in your project budget and in your pricing decisions.

Budget is pre-allocated In many organizations, due to the nature of their budgeting cycles

and level of project management maturity, the budgets for projects are established (from high

level estimates) before the complete work of the project is defined. In these cases, the budget

is often the dominant constraint on the project; as a result, it will limit the amount of work

that can be completed and the resourcing options available.

Labor costs not tracked More of an issue for internal projects, but in many organizations it

can be difficult for the project manager to define and track labor costs, especially for internal

staff. The most common reasons for this include
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o Organizational policy that project managers do not track internal labor costs

o Organizational policy to treat internal labor as "sunk costs"

o A mismatch between time reporting system/procedures and needs of the project

o This last reason is important to understand and may limit your cost tracking

options, or at least the level of detail information you can obtain.

: Controlling A Project

Topic Objective:

 Clarify what we mean by "controlling" a project

 Understand Principles of Project Control

 Learn the principles of an effective project control system

 Learn to managee fundamentals for Project Control

 Understand why earned value management is the best technique for measuring project

performance, yet the least used

 Review the essential principles of project status reporting

Definition/Overview:

What Is Project Control: What do you think of when you hear "project control"?

Micromanager? Confrontation? Inflexible? Military-style leadership? Theory X management?

Fortunately, none of these terms accurately describe project control. Project control consists of

the information systems and the management procedures that allow us to answer questions such

as

o Are we on track?
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o Are we on budget?

o Are we on schedule?

o Are we delivering what we said we would?

o Are we meeting quality and performance standards?

o Are we meeting stakeholder expectations?

o What have we accomplished?

o Will the project objectives be met?

o What deviations/variances exist?

o What corrective actions are we taking?

o What caused these variances?

o What risks are we monitoring?

 What issues do we need to resolve?

 What lessons have we learned?

Officially, PMI defines the controlling processes as those processes that ensure that project

objectives are met by monitoring and measuring progress regularly to identify variances from

plan so that corrective action can be taken if necessary. While accurate, this definition does not

clearly communicate all the aspects of project control that we need to understand, and does not

emphasize the most important aspectprevention.

Key Points:

1. The Principles of Project Control

An easy way to remember what project control is all about is to think PDA. PDA stands for

Prevention, Detection, and Action. Let's take a closer look at these fundamental principles of

project control:

Prevention As with your own health, the secret to wellness is strengthening your immune system

and minimizing contact with harmful agents. In other words, don't get sick in the first place. The

same principle applies to effective project control. The best way to keep your project on track is
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to prevent (or at least minimize) variances from occurring. How do you do this? This takes your

entire array of project management skills, but a few key activities include investing in planning,

communicating effectively, monitoring risk factors continuously, resolving issues aggressively,

and delegating work clearly.

Detection For this aspect of project control, think "radar system" or "early warning system."

Project control should provide early detection of variances. The sooner we can act on a variance,

the more likely we are to get the success factor back on track. The key for early detection is to

have the tracking systems and work processes in place that allow for the timely measurement of

project results. Common examples of detection methods are performance reporting and review

meetings. Two important concepts to note here are that to have a variance, you must be

comparing actual results to a baseline of some type, and a variance can apply to any of the

critical success factors including stakeholder expectations and quality, not just schedule, cost,

and scope.

Action While the prevention aspect has a strong action orientation too, this principle goes hand-

in-hand with early detection. For project control to be effective, the detection of a variance must

be able to trigger an appropriate and timely response. The three most common action types are

corrective actions, change control procedures, and lessons learned. Often, as part of the planning

for project control, specific variance thresholds are established that dictate what variances and

corrective actions can be managed by the project team and what ones need the immediate

attention of senior level management.

1.1 Management Fundamentals for Project Control

As a project manager, there are a few management fundamentals to consider when

establishing your project control system.

Focus on priorities Understand what is important to the project and to the organization.

Understand that whatever you do focus on will become important. Make sure there is

alignment between the two.
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Scale to project: The level of rigor and detail in your project control system should be

consistent with the level of risk in the project. It should also be consistent with the project

budget. In other words, projects with either low risk or small budgets should not be

burdened with a project control system that is designed for larger, mission-critical

projects.

Think "process" You do not want to spend all of your time and energy putting out fires,

trying to get basic status information, and feeling like you are not in control of your

project. You want to establish a natural system of control for the projectyou want to plan

it in advance. This applies to the project as a whole and to each individual team member's

contribution.

Expect changes: Project control does not mean prevent changes at all costs. Conversely,

project changes should be expected, planned, and well-managed.

Invest in thorough planning The more energy spent in planning, the easier it is to control

a project. If the project is defined properly, work is planned from the bottom-up, risks

have been identified, stakeholders are in agreement on project objectives, and the project

control system has been accounted for, keeping the project on track should take much

less effort.

Consider organizational culture Depending on the level of project management maturity

in your organization, you may need to consider a gradual implementation of project

controlling procedures to achieve greater acceptance and effectiveness. Again, just make

sure you focus on top priorities.

Set expectations: Remember to think "project control" in your project communications.

Ensure that each team member understands what is expected from the project and from

his or her individual roles. In addition, make sure that the project team sees the discipline

and priority that you place on all project control procedures.

Be consistent An important element to both effective project control and effective project

communications is consistency. Project performance needs to be measured and reported
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on a consistent, regular basis. This approach is key for both early detection of variances

and for establishing a culture of accountability to project assignments.

Pay attention early Just to follow-up on the last pointmake sure to pay close attention to

your project early on. Per a study of over 800 projects for the Department of Defense

since 1977, the outcome of a project was no better than its performance taken at the 15%

completion point. Thus, if a project was behind schedule and/or over-budget at the 15%

completion point, it did not recover from this variance. The general consensus is that this

happens for two key reasons: lax project controls in the early stages, and poor estimating.

If the estimates were off for the immediate work efforts, they are unlikely to be more

accurate farther down the timeline.

1.2 Powerful Techniques for Project Control

We emphasized the value and importance of planning your control system. In this

section, we will highlight some of powerful project control techniques that you want to

consider during your planning efforts and then implement during the execution of your

project.

1.3 Small work packages

This was a point of emphasis during our discussion on building a WBS. If you recall,

there were two primary reasons for advocating small work packages: more accurate

estimates and better control. From a control perspective, if your work packages are

scheduled to complete within one (or at the most, two) reporting periods, it is much easier

to detect a delayed or troubled task. With earlier notice, you are more likely to resolve the

variance and protect the project's critical success factors.

A fundamental control principle is to manage to baselines. First, establish a baseline. This

is generally applied to the critical success factors of schedule and budget, but can be

applied equally as well to product-oriented aspects of the project, especially
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requirements. Second, measure and report performance against the baseline. Third,

maintain the baseline unless there is a formal agreement to reset the baseline.

The simplest, and most widely known, technique is the status meeting. Consistent and

regular status meetings help to keep everyone honest, accountable, and on their

toesespecially if work assignments are small and have clear completion criteria. In

addition, status meetings are powerful tools for improving project communications and

managing expectations.

Completion criteria starts during project definition with defining the acceptance criteria

for the project, and it continues for each deliverable and work assignment. Answer this

question in advance for each deliverable and work assignment: "How will we know when

it is done?" Understanding the completion criteria up front increases productivity and

avoids many of the issues associated with status reporting on work tasks, especially the

infamous "I'm 90% done" syndrome.

Formal signoffs Formal signoffs are a key aspect of change control management,

especially for client-vendor oriented projects. The formal record of review and

acceptance of a given deliverable helps to keep expectations aligned and minimize

potential disputes. Most importantly, the use of a formal signoff acts as an extra incentive

to make sure the appropriate stakeholders are actively engaged in the work of the project.

Independent QA Auditor: The use of an independent quality assurance auditor is

another specific example of the "review" technique mentioned earlier, and is often a

component of project quality assurance plans. In addition, the quality audit can be

focused on product deliverables, work processes, or project management activities. The

power of this technique is in establishing the quality criteria in advance and in making the

project accountable to an outside entity.

V method The "V method" is a term used for a common validation and verification

approach that ensures that there is validation and verification step for every deliverable

and interim deliverable created. The left side of "V" notes each targeted deliverable and

the right side of the "V" lists the verification method to be used for each deliverable

directly across.
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1.4 Performance Reporting

As we have touched on several times already, another key aspect of project control is

measuring and reporting project performance. We could easily spend an entire topic (or

two) reviewing the various options, factors, and challenges involved with this process.

However, if you keep these following principles in mind, you can adapt your

performance reporting process to best meet the needs of your project environment:

Answer the Big Three Questions: As a rule, key stakeholders want to know the answers

to these three questions when reviewing project performance:

Measure from Current Baseline If you are going to report project performance with a

variance focus, you must establish and maintain your performance baselines. Any change

to the performance baselines is controlled via your change control procedures.

Think "visual" Another key concept in reporting is to think visually. Most people are

visual and spatial learners and will grasp the important project performance metrics more

quickly if they are presented in a visual format. The use of bar charts, graphical schedule

summaries, and stoplight indicators (red, yellow, and green) for key metrics are good

examples of this technique.

Think "summary page" Along this same theme, you generally want to provide your key

status information in no more than 12 pages. If it is appropriate to have details that will

take more than 12 pages, it is recommended that your provide a one summary page

upfront.

Highlight accomplishments: A part of the status report's function is to serve as a public

relations tool for the project, so make sure key accomplishments are highlighted

prominently.

Show forecasts In addition to reporting how the project has performed to-date, remember

to show the forecasted schedule and cost metrics. Often, this information is shown as
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Estimated At Completion (EAC) and Estimated To Complete (ETC) figures. Specifically,

highlight any changes to these figures from the last reporting period.

Highlight key issues, risks, and change requests A natural category when assessing

project performance. Make sure any key issues, risks, and change requests are included

on status reports. Avoid surprises An important point about consistent, performance-

based status reporting is that stakeholders are aware and knowledgeable regarding overall

project status and are not caught offguard with project developments. To this extent,

depending on the audience for any status report, you may want to communicate with

specific stakeholders in advance of any official report distribution. Always remember,

don't surprise anyone especially your sponsors and accountable senior management

stakeholders.

Adapt to meet stakeholder needs: This is an example of the customer service orientation

and servant leadership qualities of effective project managers. Be prepared to offer

examples of performance reports that have worked well for you in the past, but most

importantly, go into any project looking to understand the information needs for this

given environment. Show enthusiasm and willingness to adapt to the customer's

standards or to develop custom formats to best meet the stakeholders' needs.

Appropriate frequency: Consistent with a management fundamental mentioned earlier,

the frequency of performance reporting needs to be appropriate for the project. The

process of gathering information and reporting performance needs to be quick enough

and occur often enough to be useful and relevant.

1.5 Variance Responses

As we have mentioned, the first goal of our project control system is to prevent any

variance. However, we also realize variances and changes will occurthis is the nature of

the project beast. Thus, the remaining goals of project control are centered on early

detection and appropriate response. Let's review the general response options that are

available to us (the project) when a variance occurs.
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Examples of corrective actions include adding resources, changing the process, coaching

individual performance, compressing the schedule (fast-tracking, crashing), or reducing

scope (this would be documented as a change request too).

Ignore it In cases where the variance is small (and falls within an acceptable threshold

range), you may choose to take no action to resolve the deviation. Even in these cases, it

would be advisable to log the variance as a risk factor.

There may be times when the appropriate response is to cancel the project altogether.

This response is more likely on projects where one or more key assumptions have not

held or when one or more of the critical success factors has a very low tolerance for any

deviations.

While taking corrective action is the preferred option for performance variances, there are

times when the variance cannot be eliminated. This is common on knowledge-based

projects and common on projects where the estimating assumptions have not held. In

these cases, a decision to reset the performance baselines is made and approved. Then

from this point on, performance is measured from this revised baseline.

1.6 Leveraging Earned Value Management Concepts

Earned Value Management (EVM) (otherwise known as variance analysis) is the best

project control technique for early detection of performance variances. The technique was

developed nearly 40 years ago for the United States government to better manage

contract payments to vendors. Ever since, it has grown in popularity and acceptance

across many industries, and now is regarded as the preferred project control technique by

PMI. However, it has not been accepted as standard practice in all industries, and it is

usually a technique found in organizations or industries that are relatively mature in their

management processes. Thus, we could spend an entire topic on a technique that may not

be part of your organizational culture yet. In addition, if you work in these process

mature environments, you are less likely to be reading this book, and you will likely have

many additional resources to address the details of earned value.
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Still, there is tremendous value in a quick review of EVM. An awareness of the

fundamental concepts will help you in your project controlling and performance reporting

endeavors.

Assess cost performance and schedule performance together The main value of EVM is

that it allows you to measure and track both schedule and cost performance together.

Evaluating project performance on just one of these indicators does not always give you

the true picture and does not allow you to detect variances as early.

Each work package has a planned value The planned value of any work package is the

budgeted cost of the work scheduled to complete the work package. The important point

here: Estimate the cost of each work package in your schedule. Also, this means that the

project as a whole has a baseline schedule and budget.

At any point, the project has an "earned" value The earned value of a project is the

budgeted cost of the work actually completed. In other words, how many work packages

(or partial work packages) have been completed at this time? The value is expressed in

budgeted cost terms, not actual costs. This allows you to perform cost analysis by

comparing budgeted versus actual costs for the work completed. The important point to

consider: Be aware of the costs you expected to incur for the work that has been

completed.

EVM takes the planned value (PV), or what you planned to do at an estimated cost, and

compares it against the estimated cost of the work performed (EV) and against the actual

cost of work performed (AC), or what actually got done. These metrics provide a wealth

of information about whether the project tasks are taking longer than they should

(schedule variance, or SV), or whether they are actually requiring more work effort to

complete (cost variance, or CV). In addition, the estimate-at-completion metric (EAC)

helps you forecast final project performance and determine if any corrective action needs

to take place.
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1.7 Lessons from Project Recoveries

To really understand what is important for controlling a project, let's review what occurs

during a typical project recovery. For clarification, a project recovery is an attempt to turn

around a troubled project. If there is ever a case where project control is absolutely

critical, it is when you are trying to heal a sick project.

The first thing that senior management will do to recover a project is to make sure there

is an effective project manager in charge. This may mean anything from validating the

current project manager, bringing in someone new, pulling someone up from the project

team, or providing a mentor to the current project leadership.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Managing Project Changes

Managing Project Deliverables

Managing Project Issues

Managing Project Risks

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 3.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to c ontinue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your

area to save and continue later.
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: Managing Project Changes

Topic Objective:

 Understand what is meant by a project "change" and project change control

 Understand a Project Change Types More Than Scope

 Understand why good project managers take project change control seriously

 Learn the fundamentals for Managing Project Change

 Review the essential components of an effective project change control system

 Learn about essential elements of a Project change control system

Definition/Overview:

What Exactly Is a Project Change and whats the Big Deal Anyway: A project change is a

change in any of the critical success factors (scope, schedule, costs, quality, and project

acceptance criteria). The "big deal" is not that there is a change. In fact, for many projects,

changes especially scope expansions are expected and encouraged. The big deal is uncontrolled

change. Why? Because a change in any of the critical success factors impacts the other factors,

which will then impact project performance and the project's ability to achieve the success

criteria, which will then impact stakeholder perceptions and satisfaction levels. For example, an

expansion in project scope will increase the work of the project. The increased work impacts

project schedule and project costs at a minimum. In many cases, the increased work also impacts

resource plans and adds new risks. On projects with contractual arrangements, the increased

scope will likely have contract implications and needs to be formally managed to protect all

parties involved.

Thus, any time a change occurs, the project needs a way to recognize the change, evaluate the

impact of the change, communicate the change, and make planning adjustments if the change is

accepted. This mechanism is commonly referred to as a project change control system. We will

review the key elements of this system later in this topic.
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Key Points:

1. Project Change Types More Than Scope

As we mentioned before, a project change is a change to any of the critical success factors and

not just scope. While scope changes are generally responsible for 80% or more of the project

changes, and we will discuss these in greater detail in the next section, it is important to

recognize that any of the following would also constitute a project change (and should be

controlled using the project change control system):

 An expansion or reduction of product features

 An expansion or reduction in performance requirements

 An expansion or reduction in quality requirements

 A significant change in the target milestone dates

 A shift in the implementation or deployment strategy

 An increase in resource costs

 An expansion or reduction in the project budget

 A change in any of the project objectives

 A change in any of the final acceptance criteria, including return on investment forecasts

 A change in any of the project assumptions, constraints, or dependencies, especially

regarding resources and work effort estimates

 A shift in project roles or responsibilities, especially on projects with contractual

arrangements

 A decision to reset the performance baselines due to an unrecoverable performance

variance

1.1 Fundamentals for Managing Project Change

There are seven key management principles for effective project change control:

o Plan for changes Change control does not mean prevent changes at all costs.

Conversely, project changes should be expected, planned, and well managed. The

two keys here are selecting the proper project approach (methodology) and setting
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up a project change control system (to be discussed next). For projects with an

innovation focus or a volatile set of requirements, an iterative development-type

approach that expects deliberate scope expansion or scope clarification should be

utilized.

o Set up change control system If your organization does not already have a defined

procedure for project change control, then you need to set up a change control

system for your project. The key benefits for establishing a formal change control

system include the following:

o Educate stakeholders: Whether you adopt an existing change control system or

develop your own, you need to step through the change control process with your

stakeholders. Do not assume that because the procedure is documented that

individuals understand it or their roles and responsibilities within it.

o Use the system: This may seem obvious, but it is a common pitfall. Make sure to

utilize the change control system that you have defined. If the project manager

does not consistently follow the process, no one else will either.

o Minimize scope changes: This is the great balance of managing project changes.

On the one hand, you plan for changes and set up a system to manage those

changes when they do occur; on the other hand, you work diligently on

influencing those factors that are responsible for project changes, especially scope

changes.

1.2 What Causes Unplanned Scope Changes?

To better manage project changes and project risks, and to minimize the number of scope

changes, it is important to understand the leading causes for unplanned scope changes on a

project. Shift in business drivers Due to the dynamic nature of the business world today,

things can change quickly. These business changes can have an immediate impact on existing

projects. Examples of business drivers that can alter a project's scope include

o Available budget/funding for the project

o New government regulations

o Changing target market for the product

o Time-to-market pressures
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o New business opportunities

o Changing customer priorities

o Unexpected market or world events

o Shift in project acceptance criteria Addresses changes in the targeted completion

date, financial return on investments, client satisfaction ratings, quality levels,

other expected benefits, or the stakeholders who need to approve.

o Shift in technology With the move to shorter duration and phased projects, this is

not as much of an issue as it has been in the past. However, there are still times

when new technology becomes available during a project that will significantly

meet the needs of the customer much better than what is currently planned.

o Poor scope statement If the scope statement is incomplete, ambiguous,

inconsistent with project assumptions, or does not address the complete business

workflow process, you are much more likely to have project scope changes. Of

course, this would only happen on projects that you inherited and would never

happen on projects that you helped define. Right?

Poor requirements definition There are entire training courses on requirements

definition and requirements management due to the importance they play on

project success. Suffice to say, the more gaps that you have in your

requirements, the more scope changes you are likely to have.

1.3 Essential Elements of a Project Change Control System

At the heart of managing project changes well is a project change control system. The

specifics of project change control systems can vary depending on industry, organization, and

project importance, but there are essential principles, guidelines, and components that every

change control system should possess.

1.4 Principles

Effective project change control systems follow these key principles:

o Any proposed scope change is documented, evaluated, and approved before it is

implemented.

o The appropriate stakeholders are involved in the evaluation and approval process.
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o Any change request is thoroughly assessed for impact to other project critical

success factors, especially project schedule and budget.

o The appropriate management level approves any change request before it is

implemented.

o All project changes are documented and communicated to all stakeholders

o Any stakeholder is permitted to submit a project change request

o The rules are firm, the roles and responsibilities are clearly defined, and the

workflow process meets the needs of all stakeholders.

1.5 Components

There are no requirements from a technology perspective when it comes to project change

control systems. They can leverage manual processes or utilize enterprise software packages.

The key is that the following components are present, understood, and utilized:

o Change Request Form This form is used to capture the pertinent details of the

proposed change and the key information resulting from the impact assessment.

o Unique Identification Number When a change request is submitted for evaluation,

a unique identification number should be assigned to facilitate better

communications and tracking.

o Change Request Tracking Log The tracking log communicates summary

information on all project change requests. Minimal information will include

identification, impact summary, and current status. Spreadsheets and databases

are common tools for tracking logs.

o Change Control Board (CCB) The minimum set of project stakeholders who need

to review and approve any change request impacting the project's critical success

factors.

1.6 Powerful Techniques for Minimizing Project Changes

While we want to be prepared for project changes when they occur, we want to spend most

of our energy preventing the need for changes in the first place. The following techniques are

powerful change prevention actions you can take:
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o Clear project definition: The more effort spent up-front to get agreement on clear

project objectives and success criteria from the appropriate stakeholders, the less

likely we are to get change requests during the project.

o Solid requirements definition Mentioned before when we looked at the common

reasons for scope changes.

o Trace requirements: There is nothing like linking any work specification to its

original source to control project scope. By tracing and showing the relationship

from the original business objectives down to the detail design specification, you

can identify (and possibly eliminate) any scope expansion when it is first

proposed. If the proposed feature does not link directly to a higher level

specification, it is a potential scope change.

o Formal acceptance sign-offs Formal sign-offs are a key aspect of change control

management, especially for client-vendor oriented projects. The formal record of

review and acceptance of a given deliverable helps to keep expectations aligned

and minimize potential disputes.

o Engaged stakeholders: While formal signoffs do act as strong "stick" incentive to

get stakeholders involved, there is nothing like having professional,

knowledgeable, engaged stakeholders who are committed to doing their best as

the best weapon against unplanned scope expansion. A team of people who want

to work together and get the job done can accomplish the work at hand with a

"less formal" level of project management.

o Use the right project approach: This technique is more about risk management,

but change control and risk management are very intertwined. As mentioned

before, if you know there is likely to be a high degree of change, structure your

project in a manner that allows for deliberate, planned scope expansion

(prototyping, iterations, cycles, and so on).

1.7 Common Project Change Control Challenges

One more thing before we end this topic on managing project changes. Let's look at the

challenges faced by many project managers. Here's a list of things to either avoid or be on the

lookout for:
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o The Obvious Be sure to set up a change control system as part of your approved

project planand then use it.

o Can't Say "No" Use your change control system and don't automatically agree to

accept a scope change request without running it through the process. This is a

common issue with project managers who have a fear of confrontation. Use your

system as an objective third party to minimize direct confrontations.

o Can't Say "Yes" Some project managers take the other extreme. They are so

paranoid about "scope creep" that they do not listen to consider legitimate scope

changes, often overlooking changes that are needed to meet the project objective.

Again, keep the focus on the "big picture" (the project objectives) and exercise

your change control system.

o Over-reliance on formal signoffs Formal signoffs are important and valuable.

However, they should represent genuine agreement and understanding. Verify

that you have real understanding and buy-in before proceeding.

o Not the "gold" you want Be on the lookout for "gold-plating." This is the term

given to extras or features added to the work product by the project team but not

requested by the customer. This is a common reason why schedule delays occur

and why unnecessary risks occur on projects. Also, the same issue can manifest

itself in a work process. A technician may want their work to be perfect rather

than just meet the specifications for the project. This is another reason why a team

approach to estimating and planning can be so valuable.

o Is it really a change? Not that this ever happens, but sometimes stakeholders do

not agree on what really is an official change. I knowit's hard to believe.

Especially in contractual arrangements, the issue isn't always "is it a change?" but

rather "do I have to pay for it?"a slightly different matter. There are no silver

bullets here. Most of the disagreements occur because of ambiguity or

inconsistencies in the specifications. Just do the other things we mentioned, and

you should have a solid foundation to deal with this, if it ever happens.

o The "impact" of the impact In most cases, the individuals who need to assess the

impact of a proposed change, especially scope changes, are members of the

existing project teamwho have current work assignments. Be aware of the impact
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that this "unplanned" effort could have on the project and guide the CCB

accordingly.

: Managing Project Deliverables

Topic Objective:

 Understand why managing project deliverables is integral to customer satisfaction

 Learn the key principles for managing project deliverables

 Understand the value of a configuration management plan

 Learn the project management approach

 Review the best Practices

Definition/Overview:

Managing Project Deliverables: By managing project deliverables, we mean the process by

which the project work products are controlled. The work products can include anything

resulting from project activities, including any deliverable, document, or project management

item. And by control, we mean managing the changes to the actual work products themselves.

The most common term for this process is configuration management. This process is related to

the project change control system, yet it is different. The change control system manages

changes to a critical success factor (time, cost, scope, quality) for the project.

The exact nature and details of this process will vary by project and the types of deliverables

involved. The project planning document that defines this process is generally called the

configuration management plan.

Configuration management is often neglected because it is a non-glamorous, mundane aspect of

project management that requires a certain discipline to carry out. In addition, this area of project
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management tends to fall victim to many ill-advised assumptions and to the notion that this is

just common sense and it will just happen automatically. Real-world experience would say

otherwise. Especially in the digital age, if you do not think about where your project files will be

stored, who has access to them, how they will be protected, how changes will be made, and how

changes will be tracked, your project is carrying a significant riskand in most cases an

unidentified risk.

In many organizations today, enterprise configuration management tools are being implemented

to better protect and control all digital assets of the organization, especially documents.

However, this movement is still in the early adoption period, so you will likely still need to

develop your own project-specific procedures to address the needs of your project.

Key Points:

1. Why Do This? It's Too Much Work

You may work in an environment where configuration management is an integral part of the

project management approach, so this is not even an issue for you. For others, it is often

tempting, as we mentioned before, to not give this area proper attention. So let's answer the

question, why should we do this? Why should we plan out the details for how specific work

products are going to be managed? From the collective experience of project managers across the

land (not that any of these have happened to me or anything), here a few reasons why:

 Where is that file at? The ability to quickly locate project information for a key

stakeholder or to help resolve an important issue.

 Lost productivity Avoid instances of lost productivity when the work of one team

member is over-written by another team member, or when the product configuration you are

testing does not have the latest versions of all componentsthus making the test run invalid.

 Baseline? What baseline? Avoid instances where you cannot "go back" or "restore"

previous versions of work products.

 Who made that change? Avoid instances where you cannot clearly tell (or explain) when

changes were made and who made them.
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 Who approved that change? Avoid instances where changes are made to work products

that are not properly reviewed and approved. To say the least, this can lead to quality and

customer satisfaction issues.

 That will never happen to us a major or minor disaster occurs that wipes out one or more

work products. Where is your backup copy? Can you recover?

 We said we would do what? On projects with numerous deliverables and work products,

it is easy to lose sight of the minor or auxiliary work items. A basic deliverable tracking

mechanism can go along way to prevent this from occurring.

 I've got your official sign-off right herenow where did that go? Assuming you have

official client acceptance of your key deliverables, make sure you have a way to protect this

evidence going forward.

 In many environments, there are legal, regulatory, or process compliance requirements

that must be met. In each of these cases, having control over work product changes is an absolute

must. Most of this activity is focused on protecting the integrity of the work product and

providing associated audit trials (evidence).

 The ultimate reasonnegotiating power: There is tremendous political power in having

tight control over project work products. If targeted work products are officially approved, you

have a clear audit trail on any changes to those work products, and those official signoffs are

protected, you are well-positioned to deal with any scope or requirements dispute. In addition, a

historical record of all project management work products, such as project schedules, issue logs,

status reports, and meeting minutes can be very valuable in negotiating new issues.

 Identify, Protect, and Track: The Principles of Managing Work Products

 Managing project work products is a strong example of the preventative aspects of

project control. If you have a solid process in place, and you are using it, everything rolls along

as expected. It's only when you have a "gap" in this arena that it attracts attention from

stakeholdersgenerally unwanted attention. The principles of managing project work products are

simple and can be boiled down to three management fundamentals:

 Identify Define all of the work products that need to be managed. Make sure all of the

work products are identified, not just the major ones and not just the product deliverables. For

each deliverable type, you may need a different configuration management process. This is often

true when dealing with both digital and tangible deliverables and when dealing with documents
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and software components. This can also be true when there are limitations with the configuration

management tools that are available.

 Protect Protect the integrity of the work product. This means that you need to control who

has access to the work product, what changes can be made by each person, and that you can

recover the work product in the event of an unexpected accident or disaster. The access control

can have several layers, but the most common aspects are facilities access and network access. In

addition, this means protecting any contractually significant approvals or sign-offs.

 Track: The ability to trace your steps and track the changes that are made to a work

product. Common terms used associated with this principle are "version control" and "revision

history." The other important aspect of this principle is the ability to provide status on the current

state of all managed work products.

1.2 Best Practices

Whether you utilize manual or automated processes, here is a list of techniques that should be

considered for your configuration management process:

o Establish central repository First and foremost; define a central repository for the

project where all project work documents will be stored. Make sure access to the

repository can be controlled and that the appropriate stakeholders have access to

it.

o Define review/revision/approval process Define which work products need to be

reviewed and approved when any change is made, who can make those changes,

who needs to approve those changes, and the associated workflow that needs to be

followed.

o Define a "gatekeeper" Experience has shown tremendous value in establishing

someone as the official librarian for the project repository. This person is

responsible for controlling access to the repository, updating the repository, and

ensuring that the configuration management procedures are being followed.

o Implement access controls Ensure that te project repository is only accessible to

authorized stakeholders and the granted access level is aligned with their role on

the project.
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o Establish common directory structure To better organize work products and to

make it easier to find them when you need them, it is recommended that a

directory structure be defined that is aligned with the project phases and workflow

process.

o Establish file-naming conventions Also in the spirit of better organization of work

products, it is recommended that a common convention be defined for naming

project work products. The convention(s) provide consistency and help improve

project communications and stakeholder expectations as well.

o Establish version numbering scheme If these guidelines do not exist for your

organization already, determine the rules that will govern the versioning scheme

for each category of work product. Common elements to consider include version

number format, differences between major and minor versions, and conventions

to be followed.

o Establish baselines A key best practice, especially before any milestone-type

event on the project, such as phase-end, tollgate, start of a testing phase, or

releasing work product to a client. To effectively deal with any quality issues and

client expectations, you must be able to clearly define (and maintain) the

configuration of a work product at a given point in time

: Managing Project Issues

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn why an effective issue management process is vital to project success

 Understand Key Features of Issue Management System

 Understand the Administrative Process Principles

 Learn the some Special Situations

 Learn which data points are essential to your issue management system
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 Understand the Logging issues

Definition/Overview:

Managing Project: In critical studies of Project Management, it has been noted that several of

these fundamentally PERT-based models are not well suited for the multi-project company

environment of today. Most of them are aimed at very large-scale, one-time, non-routine

projects, and nowadays all kinds of management are expressed in terms of projects.

Key Points:

The objective of project issue management is to identify record, track, resolve, and communicate

all issues that may adversely impact the project. Translatedwrite them down (so you don't lose

sight of them) and take care of them (get on it). To accomplish this objective, we need to review

the associated principles. The principles of issue management fall into two main categories: an

administrative process and a project manager mindset.

o Administrative Process Principles: To properly manage project issues, there are a

few administrative fundamentals to adhere to:

o Document the issues You need somewhere to log the issues as they are identified.

We'll discuss the log details later on.

o Track until closure Use the log to make sure issues remain visible until they are

resolved.

o Align with project needs Ensure the overall process matches the communication

and workflow needs of the project.

o Cost-effective approach Keep things in perspective. Don't buy a BMW when a

Malibu is all you need.
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Project Manager Mindset Principles More than anything, effective issue management is an

attitude and an approach. The following terms describe the mindset principles that a project

manager needs to have in this arena:

o "Ringmaster" As the project manager, you operate as the focal point for tackling

project issues. You are the gatekeeper. You are the one who must get the right

people involved at the right time to make sure issues are resolved. In addition,

some issues will require the input of several different parties to resolve. You will

need to facilitate this process.

o "Smiling Bulldog" Your goal is to resolve issues as quickly as possible and to stay

with them until they are resolved. Be persistent. This is the "bulldog" mentality.

However, you need to do this with a smile. Leverage your interpersonal strengths

to do this, while still building relationships.

o "Swivel-Head" Just like with risks, you need to constantly be looking for trouble.

That is, trouble for your project. Sometimes issues come disguised as questions or

non-verbal communications. When in doubt, ask questions and verify. The impact

of most issues can be mitigated if they are detected early and resolved quickly

with the right buy-in.

o Goaltender Just as a good goaltender does not let anything get by him, a good

project manager will let no issue go unnoticed or unresolved. In addition, the

subtle intensity displayed by the project manager here helps to set expectations

with the project team and signals to all stakeholders that they will be held

accountable for getting issues resolved.

o Disciplined To be effective, you will need a fair amount of discipline. You need

the discipline to log the issues and follow the process. In the whirlwind of most

project environments, it is easy to let this slip.

1. Key Features of Issue Management System

The actual details of the issue management system are not complicated, and in most situations

will share many similarities with your change control system and risk tracking system. While

issue management systems will vary in complexity and sophistication depending on your

organization and the needs of your project, there are key features that they should all possess.
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 Clear Process Clearly define and communicate how issues are submitted, how they will

be resolved, how and when outstanding issues will be reviewed, and what is needed to officially

close an issue. Not complicated; generally very common sense stuff here.

 Escalation Procedures Part of the overall issue resolution process, but not always thought

about in advance. Define the types of issue that warrant escalation to higher levels of

management. Generally, there is a single escalation process for a project that is leveraged for

anything impacting the critical success factors (issues, changes, risks).

 Issue Log The mechanism used to document and track project issues. Most common

mechanism is a spreadsheet, but there are limitations to this method. Other options include

database systems and collaboration tools. There are pros and cons to each choice. The important

thing is to use a tool that matches the needs of your project. We'll discuss this in greater detail.

 Issue Log Administrator Someone needs to serve as the central control point for the issue

log. Usually, this will be you, the project manager.

 Best Practices

 The work of project issue management is straightforward. However, there are several

techniques that are proven to be effective and will help you avoid the common mistakes in this

aspect of project control.

 Assign Unique ID Make sure to assign a unique number to each logged issue. This will

simplify thie ongoing communication and tracking process.

 Assign one person responsible as with other work tasks, assign a specific person

responsible for any follow-up action items and for complete resolution to the issue.

 Facilitate resolution to complex issues: There are times when issues do not have a clear

owner or will need the collaboration of several parties to resolve. As the project manager, you

must either assign someone to facilitate this process or take ownership of the facilitation process

yourself.

 Resolve issues at the lowest level Always attempt to deal with problems at their lowest

level. You can resolve issues faster and at less cost. More importantly, you will earn the

confidence of upper management by protecting their time and only engaging them when it is

warranted. Again, make sure to establish the escalation triggers with your senior management

stakeholders during planning, so you are clear about their expectations.
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 Go after "root cause" A common error in dealing with issues is not to deal with the actual

source of the problem (root cause). Sometimes, political reasons may hamper your efforts to deal

with the root cause, but whenever possible, do the proper analysis to get to the real problem, and

address it. If you do not, the issue will likely return for another visit.

 Get buy-in on due date and ownership Apply the same approach to assigning issues, as

you do (or should) with assigning scheduled work tasks. For better issue management, make sure

to spend the time with the person designated to take action on the issue and get their agreement

on when they can have the action completed and that they are the right person to do it.

1.1 Some Special Situations

On this subject of managing project issues, there are a couple of special situations that often

come up. Let's discuss them briefly.

o Visibility of Issue Log Usually on projects where there are multiple organizations

(especially vendors, suppliers), you will want to manage multiple Issue Logs

(same for risk logs too). Why? Quite simply, there are things you are concerned

about that may impact your project, which you need to bring to the attention of

your organization's management, but that you are not ready to share with all

project stakeholders. This is simply a matter of expectations management and not

sharing your dirty laundry prematurely. A common example is with resource

productivity on a fixed price engagementa definite issue for your organization, but

not a real concern of the customer.

o Logging issues that cycle less than a reporting period Depending on how often the

Issue Log is updated, there are often cases where an issue is identified, evaluated,

and resolved before it can actually be logged. Of course, on many projects, this a

standard operating procedure. However, it is often difficult to exercise the

discipline to log these issues after the fact. It is strongly recommended that you

find the willpower (or assign someone) to get this accomplished. From a lessons

learned and audit perspective, you will be glad you did. Plus, it boosts your "what

did we accomplish" section of your status report.
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: Managing Project Risks

Topic Objective:

 Understand Key Risk Management Principles

 Learn the key principles of controlling project risks

 Learn the common Sources of Project Risk

 Learn the essential steps and tools for effective risk management

 Understand why many project risks are actually self-inflicted during the project planning

process

Definition/Overview:

Key Risk Management Principles: A proactive management philosophy underlies the key

principles of project risk management. By effectively managing project risks using these

principles, a project manager remains in control of the project at all times, enables better project

decisions, and provides the project the best opportunity for success.

The key principles to managing project risks include the following:

 It's all risk management: All of project management is risk management. The current

approaches and rules of modern project management, especially the ones surrounding portfolio

management, project definition, and project planning, are all risk management focused. From

past experiences, we now know how to structure a project for total success and how to greatly

increase the likelihood the project will achieve its objectives.

 "Healthy paranoia" It's all attitude, even if it is a little psycho. Effective project managers

take responsibility for managing risks on their projectbelieve me, no one else wants the job. As a

result, you must strike the balance between having a paranoid outlook about your project

(constantly thinking about what could go wrong) and doing everything you can to make sure the

project is executed as planned.
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 Appropriate: The level, type, and visibility of risk management should be consistent with

the level of risk and the importance the project has to the organization. The cost of the risk

response should not be greater than the impact loss the risk event might cause.

 Systematic: Any factor or risk that could impact the project should be identified,

quantified, and assessed for possible impacts to the project. This includes all people, process,

technology, organizational, and environmental influences.

 Continuous: The identification of risks is an iterative process. Risk identification is

repeatedly performed throughout the project, not just at the beginning.

 Relentless: The project manager and the organization must be committed to risk

management for the entire project lifecycle.

 Focused Focus on the risks that you can controlstarting with the high priority risks.

Key Points:

1. The Essential Process for Managing Project Risks

To be consistent with our principles, we need a systematic approach that allows us to focus time

and resources on the highest priority risk elements. The power in the process is not in its

complexityit's relatively simple and straightforwardthe power is in the management approach it

inspires.

Let's review the essential steps for managing project risks:

 Identify: This is the critical step of identifying the risks to the project. The best way to

start this process is also the best way to leverage the lessons from the pastuse a risk profile. A

risk profile, also referred to as a risk checklist or risk assessment form, will list the common

sources of project risk that you need to consider. While most risk profiles will help you evaluate

the majority of risk factors that are common to all projects, including the listing we have later in

this topic, the best risk profiles are ones that are specific to your industry, organization, and

project type. In addition, the less experience that you have in project management or in the

project domain, the more you will want to facilitate this process with the key stakeholders and

subject matter experts on your project team.
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 Determine probability: For each risk factor that has been identified, determine the

likelihood that the risk event will occur. The goal is to quantify the uncertainty as much as

possible, although in reality, this is still a judgment call. Common methods include numeric

scales (15, 110), and subjective scales (High, Medium, Low).

 Assess impact: For each risk factor, determine the potential impact the risk event would

have on the project critical success factors if it occurred. Like the probability element, the goal is

to quantify the potential impact as much as possible. Generally the same type of scale is used

here too. It is a good idea to document the specific impact (which critical success factor) and the

magnitude of the impact.

 Prioritize Now that we have a probability and an impact level, tabulate a final ranking for

each risk factor by combining the two values. If you have used numeric scales, this is

straightforward; just multiply the two values together to get a final score. If you have used

qualitative scales (L, M, H), you should be able to easily translate these to numeric values (1, 2,

3) to figure your final score. This step will show you the highest priority, most important risks

and the ones that we need to focus your initial efforts.

 Develop responses: Document a response plan for each risk using one of the five risk

response options detailed later in this topic. Since risk response strategies may entail the

allocation of additional resources, tasks, time, and costs to the project plan, this is why the

planning efforts are iterative in nature.

 Get buy-in Review the risk response strategies with the key stakeholders to increase their

awareness, get their feedback (if you have not already), and get their acceptance of the planned

approaches.

 Monitor: Don't stop. Nothing stays the same. Continue to keep your eye on the risk

factorswatch for triggers to activate other planned responses, be mindful of the appearance of

new risk factors, and don't totally forget about the low level risks. Either via circumstances

changing or initial miscalculations, you may find some of these have a higher probability of

occurring (or higher impact) than originally perceived.

1. The Common Sources of Project Risk

The first key to managing risk on your project is to know where to look for it. The good news is

that 80% or more of all risks originate from the same sources on every project. Once you know
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the project characteristics that contribute to higher risk levels and the common sources of most

project risks, you can quickly and effectively identify risk factors for any project. These factors

should be first evaluated during project definition and will be the main reason why several

iterations of planning are often necessary.

1.1 Typical Problems

As with any project management process, there are always challenges and things to be on

the lookout for. Let's first review the four general problems that are typical with

managing project risk:

o Undetected risks These are the risks that will get you, because you didn't even see

them coming. The most common reasons for this are project managers not having

the proper risk management mindset, project team members not raising awareness

to specific risk factors, and planning defects that are not detected.

o Unacknowledged risks This occurs in dysfunctional organizations or in immature

project management organizations. For whatever reason, often political in nature,

an obvious risk factor is not formally acknowledged, and as a result properly

managed. This is the proverbial "elephant sitting in the middle of the living

room." A common example of this is an impossible schedule deadline.

o Not enough process It is not uncommon to see this area of project management

totally ignored, at least from a systematic standpoint.

o Too much process On the other end of the spectrum, I have often seen gung-ho,

analytical project managers over-do the risk management process. They can spend

so much time here that planning is never completed, or they get so focused on

risks that they become so cautious and won't take on any chances.

Rememberproject risk management is not about "avoiding" all risks.

o Powerful Risk Control Strategies

o Let's break out of the strict risk management process and consider some powerful

strategies you should consider to either deal with the high priority risks you now

have or to reduce the number of new risks from occurring as your project goes.

o Tackle high risks first Develop a work plan that attacks your high risk factors

right out of the gates. Why? If you are going to have a problem, it is best to know
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sooner than later. If something is not feasible or acceptable, determine this as

soon as possible, so senior management can decide whether the project is worthy

of organizational investment and resources.

o Use iterative, phased approaches By breaking the work of the project into

multiple iterations and phases, you provide a systematic method of providing

tangible output to the stakeholders sooner and more often. The multiple points of

review and feedback with the stakeholders allows you to better control your

greatest riskstakeholder expectations and satisfaction.

o QA the planning process Mentioned before, but worth mentioning againmake sure

to do a quality review on the planning process. This step will help identify

planning defects that if undetected will become unknown risks with a high impact

potential.

o Leverage independent QA audits leveraging an independent, experienced,

objective viewpoint can be a powerful way to identify risk factors and to

determine the best response strategies. This can be especially useful in project

situations where the key stakeholders are inexperienced, the climate is very

political, or when multiple vendors are involved.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Managing Project Quality

Leading A Project

Managing Expectations

You may take as much time as you want to complete the topic coverd in section 4.
There is no time limit to finish any Section, However you must finish All Sections before

semester end date.

If you want to c ontinue remaining courses later, you may save the course and leave.
You can continue later as per your convenience and this course will be avalible in your
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area to save and continue later.

: Managing Project Quality

Topic Objective:

 Understand why project quality starts and ends with the customer

 Understand how project quality management is integrated into all aspects of project

management

 Learn the key principles of managing project quality

 Learn the essential tools and techniques for implementing project quality

 Review powerful strategies to help improve project quality

 Review typical Quality-Related Challenges

Definition/Overview:

Project Quality: Quality is one of the critical success factors for any project and one of the key

tenets of modern project management. Yet, project quality is often misunderstood and poorly

managed. Why is this?

Suppose a project delivers a technically sound, zero-defect product, but the project is over-

budget and the customer is not satisfied. Do you have project quality in this case or not? Your

organization must already comply with an industry quality standard (ISO 9000/10000, QS-9000,

GxP, SEI/CMMi) or already employ one of the popular quality methodologies (Total Quality

Management, Six Sigma, Continuous Improvement). Do you need to worry about project quality

or not?

In this topic, we will explore these questions and address many more fundamental project quality

topics. We will clarify what project quality means and how it relates to managing project risks,
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project requirements, and client expectations. We will review the core principles, key tools, and

best practices of project quality management, including the critical quality techniques that are

often overlooked by many project management texts. In addition, we will share insights on the

typical challenges surrounding managing project quality, so you can avoid these on your first (or

next) project.

Key Points:

1. What Is "Project Quality"?

What do you think of when hear "quality"? Testing? Zero defects? Audits? Overhead? If you

answered yes to any of these, you may be surprised to know how PMI defines quality. To PMI,

quality equals "conformance to requirements and fitness of use." Well, of course it does. Simply

translated, this means that the project produces what it said it would and that what it produces

satisfies real customer needs. In other words, did the project deliver on the targeted requirements

and were the requirements on target? Did your understanding of client needs translate into client

satisfaction?

You may be thinking, "Greg, isn't this a project is supposed to do?" or "You know, Greg, this

sounds an awful like managing requirements." Exactly. While there are aspects of managing

quality that are unique, mainly verifying that the work is complete and correct, most elements of

managing project quality are fused tightly with other aspects of project management, especially

requirements (scope) management, expectations management, risk management, team

management, and procurement management.

In the same way that we said project management is risk management, we could also say project

management is quality management too. After all, most of the best practices now recommended

for project management (and discussed in this book) have quality concerns as their foundation.

From clearly defining the project, to the approach we take to accomplishing the work, to the

project team we assemble, to the focus on customer "buy-in," it's all there to give the project the

best opportunity to deliver the solution requirements and to meet the expectations of the client in

other words, deliver project quality.
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1.1 Unique Aspects of Managing Project Quality

While project quality management is tightly integrated with all aspects of managing a

project, there are a few aspects that are unique to this endeavor. The unique elements of

managing project quality include

o Focus on quality-based requirements Ensure that all of the quality and compliance

standards that the project is accountable for are identified, both from the customer

and other governing stakeholders.

o Focus on value-added requirements Work to understand the requirements, often

unspoken if not probed, that go beyond the base functional requirements and that

will have the greatest impact on the customer satisfaction level of the final

solution.

o Focus on product and process Quality management addresses both product (goods

and services) quality and process quality, especially the project management

process.

o Focus on verification Determine the game plan for ensuring that all of the

requirements will be met to the satisfaction of the relevant stakeholders. How will

you validate the work of the project is on target? How will you prove the work is

complete and correct?

1.2 Principles of Managing Project Quality

The seven key principles of project quality management originate from a proactive,

customer-focused management philosophy and are consistent with other project

management practices we have reviewed. By utilizing these principles, a project manager

keeps the quality requirements aligned with both the project and the key stakeholders and

gives the project the best opportunity to deliver on quality success factor.

The seven key principles to managing project quality include the following:

o Identify targets: This is the critical first step in the process. Make sure you

identify both the customer's quality expectations as part of the requirements

gathering process and the quality/compliance expectations demanded from other

key stakeholders, whether these are internal quality departments or external
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compliance agencies. This is the most common reason for not meeting quality

expectationsthey are never completely identified.

o Plan it Quality is planned in, not inspected in. Once you determine the quality

level requirements, you must then decide how to meet these requirements. With

the quality targets clearly identified, you can structure the overall approach of the

project, allocate resources, and assign necessary tasks to give yourself the best

opportunity to meet the quality expectations. In some form or another, you should

document and communicate your plan for quality management on the project.

Often, this is accomplished using a Quality Management Plan document, which is

part of your overall Project Plan.

o Right-size: it Like other project management processes, use the appropriate level

of rigor and formality to meet the needs of the project. In other words, match the

investment in quality procedures with the risk level and other critical success

factors. For example, does the project need to produce a zero-defect product that

must pass FDA validation audits or is the project more exploratory in naturea

"quick and dirty" initiative.

o Set expectations: This principle focuses on two key aspects. One, make sure the

customer's quality expectations are aligned with the project's needs and the quality

management approach to be taken. And two, if the effort (time, costs) to satisfy

all quality requirements conflicts with either the schedule or budget constraints on

the project, then you must facilitate a compromise via risk analysis and planning

scenarios that results in a prioritization of quality management efforts or an

adjustment in critical success factor balance.

o Stay customer-focused Underlying the entire project quality management

philosophy is a focus on the customer experience. This means doing things such

as defining requirements from the customer's perspective, asking the right

questions to uncover the other requirements that will impact the customer's

perception of the final solution, validating from the customer's perspective, and

clearly communicating (and getting buy-in) on why "other" quality requirements

must be satisfied too.
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o "Trust, but verify" This is tangible example of an overall project management

principle"assume nothing." Whether it is work assigned to a project team

member, a supplier, or some other external party, always perform some level of

verification to ensure the resulting work package meets the targeted completion

criteria.

o It's up to you! The project manager has ultimate responsibility for the project

quality. While many aspects of quality management are organizational in nature,

and you need the support of senior management to make it stick, you are still

responsible for the quality success criteria, as you are for the entire project. To

this extent, this is why this topic is focused on elements the project manager can

control or influence.

1.3 Powerful Tools and Techniques for Project Quality

o We emphasized the value and importance of planning your quality management

system. In this topic, we highlight ten of the most powerful quality-focused tools

and techniques that you want to consider during your planning efforts, document

in your Quality Management Plan, and then implement during the execution of

your project.

o Requirements: Traceability Matrix A simple, yet often neglected technique to

help control scope, expectations, and quality is the use of a requirements

traceability matrix. The traceability matrix provides a documented link between

the original set of approved requirements, any interim deliverable, all testing

(verification) methods employed, and the final work product. This technique helps

to ensure that the final work product(s) satisfy the targeted requirements and all of

those requirements were properly validated.

o Checklists Checklists are simple, yet powerful. They clearly capture and

communicate the quality standards that must be met by the targeted work

package, and they improve project team productivity. They are flexibleseparate

checklists can be developed for each work product or project management

process. They provide a mechanism to capture the lessons learned from past
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projects. They provide a mechanism to document the verification performed on

the work package.

o Templates: The development and use of templates provides a way to both

communicate and control the use of certain standards and to help communize the

resulting work packages and procedures across projects. In addition, templates

can capture lessons learned information (mostly updates and improvements based

on prior experiences), provide guidance, and greatly improve the productivity

level of a project team.

o Reviews Reviews are a key technique for ensuring quality and managing

expectations, and they can take many forms. The principle here is to plan for the

review-feedback-correction cycle on most, if not all, of your key deliverables.

Common examples of reviews are peer reviews, inspections, client walkthroughs,

audits, testing cycles, and milestone reviews.

o Completion criteria: This starts during project definition with defining the

acceptance criteria for the project, and it continues for each deliverable and work

assignment. Answer this question in advance for each deliverable and work

assignment: "How will we know when it is done?" Understanding the completion

criteria up front increases productivity and avoids much of the re-work that can

occur when quality requirements are not understood up front.

o Small work packages You've seen this one before too. In addition to reasons

previously mentioned more accurate estimates and better controlsmall work

packages provide a finer level of quality control too. By establishing

completeness and correctness completion criteria for each work package and

verifying each work package along the way, we provide many more opportunities

to detect quality discrepancies as early in the project as possible. By doing this,

we can take corrective actions when the costs are lower, and when time is still

available.

o Independent audits: The use of an independent auditor is another specific example

of the "review" technique mentioned earlier. The power of this technique is in

establishing the quality criteria in advance and in making the project accountable

to an outside entity.
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o Standards: In many situations, specific quality standards either do not exist or

have not been formally developed. In these cases, it is my recommendation, that

you establish project standards up front that will be captured in both work

assignments and quality checklists. And if at all possible, facilitate this standards

development with the project team you'll be glad you did.

o The left side of "V" notes each targeted deliverable and the right side of the "V"

lists the verification method to be used for each deliverable directly across. This

method allows us to check quality along the way rather than waiting to the end to

discover there are quality defects. Quality Management Plan: This is the

document that describes and communicates the project's quality management

system to the project stakeholders.

1.4 Powerful Quality Strategies

In addition to the powerful quality tools and techniques we reviewed earlier, there are

five other key strategies related to managing project quality that we need to discuss: Use

customer-focused project approaches: This may be self-evident by now, but utilizing

project approaches that accomplish the following:

o Fully engages the customer throughout the project lifecycle.

o Partners the project team with the targeted customers.

o Allows the customer to provide feedback on "solution-like" deliverables

as soon as possible.

o Emphasizes prevention and early detection of quality defects.

Popular, modern-day project approaches and techniques that fall into this

category include

o Iterative development

o Quality Function Deployment (QFD)

o Prototyping
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o Computer simulation

o Agile development

o Rational Unified Processing (Use Case development)

o Scenario development

o Storyboarding

o Take customer's perspective: From the development of requirements to the

testing approach, make sure to take the customer's perspective. In particular,

the testing environment needs to simulate the real-world customer

environment to the greatest extent possible. Without this approach, your

verification procedures are incomplete at best and misleading at their worst.

o Pre-verify deliverables: To better manage client expectations, including

confidence in the project team, make sure to conduct an internal quality check

on any deliverable that will be reviewed by the client. Make sure to schedule

these internal verification steps too.

o Focus on the people: There is no better quality management technique than to

have people who are good at what they do, who take pride in their work, and

who are focused on the customer experience. The project management

processes of staffing, managing, and leading a team are key project quality

factors.

o Leverage expertise: A great way to deal with unanticipated project quality

issues is to structure the team with one or more mentors (or coaches). Since

many organizations do not have an effective way to formally pass along the

lessons from the past, this strategy is an effective way to leverage the wisdom

that lies within the social fabric of the organization. The two positions that are

most needed are a mentor for the project manager and a technical mentor for

the technical aspects of the project. In many cases, the technical mentor may

actually provide the QA function for the technical deliverables.
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1.5 Typical Quality-Related Challenges

o To both relate some additional experiences that you have endured or observed,

and to re-emphasize some of the key points we have covered so far, let's take a

quick look at seven common, project quality-related challenges:

o Forgot to pop the question: This problem can be found on projects that are guilty

of no organized quality approach and on projects with formal methodology

coming out their ears. Always ask the client what "quality" means to him/her.

Again, do not assume anything, especially here.

o "Good intentions, but" Many projects start off great. The Quality Management

Plan is fully developed and approved, but thennothing. Stuff happens and the

quality management procedures are never carried out.

o "We can't afford it" There is a common misconception in many organizations that

quality-focused efforts are overhead and cost too much. This perception originates

from two main sources. One, projects in these organizations are likely managed

very informally, so to add quality management seems like a major investment.

Two, the quality standards seem non-value added. In some cases, this may be

true. In either case, better understanding, communication, and salesmanship are

needed. The real question to be asked is, "Can you afford not to focus on

quality?" Historical data shows that in most cases the cost of poor quality (non-

conformance) is much greater than the cost of prevention.

o Not factored in the schedule: Especially on projects where the quality procedures

are an after-thought, the actual quality tasks (reviews, audits, and so on) are never

factored into the project schedule.

o Quality resources over-allocated In many project situations, the individuals who

are designated for quality assurance roles are also fulfilling other roles. If the

quality assurance role was not properly allocated and assigned to project tasks,

you may have an over-allocated resource. In this case, or when other pressure

events occur, the quality assurance hat is often the first to go for these multi-role

team members.

o "Testing takes more than one cycle?" An age-old dilemma on projects that require

one or more testing phases on the targeted product is how much time to allocate
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for each phase. The common mistake is to officially schedule a testing phase as if

it will be completed in the initial test cycle. I have yet to see this happen.

o Avoid gold-plating: Traditionally, gold-plating is a term associated with project

scope management, and it refers to the practice of doing more (adding additional

features) than what the requirements (specifications) call for without undergoing

proper change control procedures. This is also an issue for project quality

management for two reasons. One, the gold-plated features may introduce new

quality risks into the equation. And two, the gold-plated features may do nothing

to improve the actual deliverable quality, yet they can require additional time and

costs.

o No risk analysis: While on the one hand, many projects are guilty of not

identifying or being aware of the quality standards they are accountable for, there

are other projects that blindly accept all of the quality standards without properly

assessing the impact to the project objectives and other critical success factors.

Always assess the impact of meeting each quality standard, especially the

schedule and cost impact. Decisions on priorities and risk response strategies may

be needed to deal with the impact. As we started this topic, most aspects of

managing project quality are interwoven into the fabric of solid project

management practices. If you manage

: Leading A Project

Topic Objective:

 Understand why project leadership is important

 Understand the difference between managing and leading a project

 Understand why "old school" management approaches don't usually work on projects
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 Review the common behaviors of effective project leaders

 Understand where leadership is needed on a project

 Learn the 12 secrets to better project leadership

 Understand why a "servant leadership" approach gives you the best chance of doing the

right work, the right way, for the right people

Definition/Overview:

 Planner ensures the project is defined properly and completely for success, all

stakeholders are engaged, work effort approach is determined, and processes are in place to

properly execute and control the project.

 "Point Man" Serves as the central point of contact for all oral and written project

communications to key stakeholders.

 Facilitator ensures that stakeholders and team members from different perspectives

understand each other and work together to accomplish the project goals.

 Aligner gains agreement from the stakeholders on project definition, success criteria, and

approach; manages stakeholder expectations throughout the project while managing the

competing demands of time, cost, and quality; gains agreement on resource decisions and issue

resolution action steps.

 Problem-Solver Utilizes root-cause analysis process experience, prior project

experiences, and technical knowledge to resolve unforeseen technical issues and to take any

necessary corrective actions.

 "The Umbrella" Works to shield the project team from the politics and "noise"

surrounding the project, so they can stay focused and productive.

 Coach Determines and communicates the role each team member plays and the

importance of that role to the project success, finds ways to motivate each team member, looks

for ways to improve the skills of each team member, and provides constructive and timely

feedback on individual performances.
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 Salesman This role is focused on "selling" the benefits of the project to the organization,

serving as a "change agent," and inspiring team members to meet project goals and overcome

project challenges.

 In addition, many of the qualities of successful project managers have strong leadership

elements too, including

 Takes Ownership: Takes responsibility and accountability for the project; leads by

example; brings energy and drive to the project; without this attitude, all the skills and techniques

in the world will only get you so far.

 Savvy Understands people and the dynamics of the organization, navigates tricky

politics; ability to quickly read emotionally charged situations, thinks fast on the feet, builds

relationships, leverages personal power for benefit of the project.

 "Intensity with a Smile" Balances an assertive, resilient, tenacious, results-oriented focus

with a style that makes people want to help; consistently follows up on everything and their

resolutions without "annoying" everyone.

 "Eye of the Storm" Demonstrates ability to be the calm "eye" of the project "hurricane";

high tolerance for ambiguity; takes the heat from key stakeholders (CxOs, business managers

and project team); exhibits a calm, confident aura when others are showing signs of issue or

project stress.

 Strong customer-service orientation Demonstrates ability to see each stakeholder's

perspective, ability to provide "voice" of all key stakeholders (especially the sponsor) to the

project team, strong facilitation and collaboration skills, excellent "active" listening skills.

 "People-focused" Understands that methodology, process, and tools are important, but

without quality "people" it's very difficult to complete a project successfully. Acts ethically;

protects his team; takes teaching approach.

 Always keeps "eye on the ball" Stays focused on the project goals and objectives. There

are many ways to accomplish a given objective. Especially important to remember when "things"

don't go as planned.

 "Controlled passion" Balances "passion" for completing the project objectives with a

healthy "detached" perspective. This allows him/her to make better decisions, to continue to see

all points of view, and to better anticipate risks.
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 "Context" understanding understands the "context" of the projectthe priority that your

project has among the organization's portfolio of projects and how it aligns with the overall goals

of the organization.

 "Looking for trouble" Constantly looking and listening for potential risks, issues, or

obstacles; confronts doubt head-on; deals with disgruntled users right away; understands that

most of these situations are "opportunities" and can be resolved up-front before they become

full-scale crisis points.

1. Where Is Leadership Needed on a Project?

There are three key points to know about leading a project. One, there are many aspects of

project leadership. Two, the project manager is not the sole provider of project leadership. And

three, specific leadership providers will vary depending on project environment.

Key Points:

1. Twelve Keys to Better Project Leadership

In the modern day world of projects, project leaders cannot rely on position power or traditional,

autocratic leadership approaches to get the job done. To guide a group of unfamiliar project

stakeholders and project team members to accomplish something that has not been done before,

you must rely on a different set of skills and leadership principles. As we review the 12 keys to

more effective project leadership, please remember this is not an "all-or-nothing" dealit is a

continuum. The more of these that you demonstrate, the better leader you will likely be.

 It's about the people There are those who maintain that project management is about

managing a process (or a workplan), and not about managing people. Are they serious? Who

does the work? People. An effective project leader takes a holistic view that puts people first.

This approach results in a focus on establishing and building relationships, and on a focus on

gaining an authentic understanding and buy-in from each stakeholder.

 Visualize the goaland the way there This is the traditional leadership ability of providing

direction to the team. Not only does a project leader need to clearly "see the end" and be able to

create this picture for everyone else, but they must also understand how the team is going to get
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there. The ability to see this "big picture" is vital to keeping the project focused on its primary

objectives.

 See with "their" eyes A skill that is not natural for many, but an invaluable one if you can

do it. Look at your project from the perspective of the other stakeholders. What do they see?

What are they thinking? What do they need? This ability to "take another's perspective" is

foundational to building better relationships, developing requirements, managing

communications, managing expectations, and building a productive project team.

 Earn their trust Effective leaders are trusted by senior management to do the right thing

and to get the job done. They are trusted by other stakeholders because they manage with

integrity and consistently seek win-win scenarios to any project challenge.

 Earn their respect How do you earn the respect of project stakeholders, when you do not

have position power? There are four key behaviors that affect the level of respect granted you by

project stakeholders:

 Show respect First of all, show respect to each person you are dealing with. Listen to

themI mean, really listen to them, respect their time, and respect their knowledge, experience,

and perspectives.

 Be real Deal with reality, not what it should be or could be. Your willingness to

acknowledge and confront the "realities" of the project will be key to your overall effectiveness.

 Be fair People may not always like final decisions, but they will respect the decision and

you if they feel you handled the situation in a fair manner. An approach to team management,

decision-making, and conflict resolution that emphasizes fairness is key to earning the respect of

others.

 Be consistent Lead by example, stick with your decisions, maintain your principles, do

what you say you are going to do, and be emotionally steady.

1.1 Power of Servant Leadership Approach

While we discussed numerous project leadership keys, it really boils down to a simple

practical mindset that drives the thoughts, words, and actions of an effective project leader. It

is a mindset of "service-first" and not "me-first." Personally, I had served as a project

manager for many years before I ever learned that there was a name for the natural approach

that I took to managing projects. The approach is called servant leadership, and it was
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popularized by Robert Greenleaf in 1970 in his book The Servant as Leader. Since then, the

philosophy of servant leadership has been steadily growing in popularity and now serves as

the foundation for most modern-day leadership training programs.

One of the main reasons I took this type of approach naturally is because "it just made

sense." In a project environment, where you are stakeholder-focused, where you must rely on

yourself, where you must effectively relate to others to get work done, and where you must

completely understand the needs and requirements of your customers to deliver the proper

solution, it just seems to be a very practical path to take.

To me, it is a synergistic approach for any organization (or project) that values strong

customer-service and team-focused approaches in their leaders.

To better illustrate what is meant by a servant leadership approach, and why I think this

approach gives you the best chance of doing the right work, the right way for the right people

on your project, let's look at the prominent characteristics of this philosophy:

o Asserts a strong service-orientation; lead by expanding service to others

o Emphasizes listening, patience, respect, and responsiveness

o Takes the perspective of others; maintains the best interest of others

o Accepts responsibility; takes initiative

o Encourages collaboration and trust; empowers individuals

o Seeks growth and improvement in all team members, organization, and

community

o Solicits input and feedback from all stakeholders; especially in decision-making

process

o Insists on the use of skills to influence and persuade, not manipulate

o Spotlights a strong integrity principle the ethical use of power

Again, like all project management and leadership skills, a servant-leadership mindset is not

an "all-or-nothing" approach. It is spectrum between a total egocentric, leader-first mindset

on one end and a complete servant-first thought pattern on the other end. The goal is to do

your best, continue to learn and work to improve over time, just like the other skill set areas
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:

Topic Objective:

 Understand why effective communications are so important

 Discover the Importance of Project Communications

 Learn the key principles of managing project communications

 Understand why Communicating Can Be Tough?

 Plan your communications:

 Learn the best techniques for communications plan, meetings, and status reporting

Definition/Overview:

Communication: is the process to impart information from a sender to a receiver with the use of

a medium. Communication requires that all parties have an area of communicative commonality.

There are auditory means, such as speaking, singing and sometimes tone of voice, and nonverbal,

physical means, such as body language, sign language, paralanguage, touch, eye contact, or the

use of writing. Communication is defined as a process by which we assign and convey meaning

in an attempt to create shared understanding. This process requires a vast repertoire of skills in

intrapersonal and interpersonal processing, listening, observing, speaking, questioning,

analyzing, and evaluating. Use of these processes is developmental and transfers to all areas of

life: home, school, community, work, and beyond. It is through communication that

collaboration and cooperation occur.

 Status reports

 Progress review meetings

 Kickoff meetings

 Executive reports

 Presentations

 Financial reports

 Government (or external agency) reports
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 Issue logs

 Risk logs

 Change request logs

 Role-responsibility matrix

 Project organization chart

 Any project deliverable

 but can also include organizational change management communications such as

 Project name/identity

 Project website

 Organizational change management plan

 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) references

 Awareness campaigns

 Newsletters

 Public relation notices

 Roadshows

 One-on-one meetings with key stakeholders

While the nature of your individual project (number and type of stakeholders, location of

stakeholders, and overall project risk level) will dictate how many of these elements are part of

your project, the next set of project communications are included on every project, and are likely

the most important part of project communications: the day-to-day, interpersonal

communications that occur between the project team and the project stakeholders. These include

interactions in the following forms, plus others:

 Face-to-face

 Telephone

 Email

 Voice mail

 Meetings

Later in this topic, we will review simple but powerful tips to improve your interpersonal

communication skills, and we will review important reminders to help you choose the best

medium/tool for your desired message.
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Key Points:

1. The Importance of Project Communications

Project communications are not only important for the obvious reasonkeeping individual

stakeholders properly and consistently informed on the status, progress, and impact of the

projectthey are a key determinant factor to the overall success of the project. Why is this? Here

are a few key reasons:

 Managing expectations

 Managing the project team: Your ability to communicate is the prominent factor affecting

how well you manage and lead the core project team.

 Reducing conflicts: There are enough challenges executing your average project with the

customary time, fiscal, and resource constraints without adding unnecessary conflicts that result

from misperceptions, lack of information, or non-existent issues. All of which result from

ineffective communications.

 The saving grace Every: solid project manager knows there are two skills that will carry

him/her in almost any project situation: organization and communication. Being excellent in

these areas, especially project communications, will compensate for shortcomings in almost

every other area.

1.1 Why Communicating Can Be Tough

Before we review key principles and best practices, let's make sure we understand why we

cannot take communications for granted. On one hand, we know instinctively that there are

many factors that impact the communications processprimarily, because we live it every

waking minute. On the other hand, many of us don't seem to incorporate this reality into how

we communicate.

The goal of any communication is have the receiver end up with an understanding (resulting

perception) that equals the meaning intended by the sender (intended message).

For any message to accomplish its goal, it must clear two key hurdles. First, it must register

with the receiverit must hit their radar screen. Depending on the current state of the receiver

(physical state, emotional state), other things happening in the environment (noise), and
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ability of receiver to focus and listen to the message, this may or may not occur. Second, if it

does land on the receiver's radar screen, the message must then pass through a series of filters

in the receiver's mind, including past experiences, assumptions, expectations, culture

influences, values, and beliefs. And then, even when the message clears these two primary

hurdles without significant distortion, the receiver's general ability to decode the message

will vary depending on their natural learning style (such as auditory, visual, or kinesthetic).

Heck, when you think about it, it's a wonder we ever clearly communicate anything.

So why bring all this up? Three reasons:

o As a sender, recognize that successfully getting your message across is not trivial

and cannot be assumed.

o As a receiver, recognize the factors that can impact your ability to accurately

"understand" (or hear) what the sender is trying to communicate.

o Most importantly, it gives your ego an out. Too many people let their ego get in

the way of improving their communications. Don't take it personal if you are not

understood the first time. As we have mentioned, there are many challenges. The

more you can take your ego out of the equation and focus on "understanding," the

better your communication abilities will become.

1.2 Seven Powerful Principles

Let's take a look at the seven key principles employed by most effective project

communicators:

1.3 Plan your communications:

Like every other aspect of managing projects, you want and need to plan your project

communications. The goal of communications planning is to ensure that all the stakeholders

involved in the project have the information they need, when they need it, to fulfill their

responsibilities. The key factors that affect communications planning and the communication

requirements for a project include the following:

o Sponsoring organizational structure

o Results of stakeholder analysis

o Reporting relationships
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o Functional areas involved in the project

o The number of people involved in the project

o Physical location of the project stakeholder

o Information needs of each stakeholder

o Experience level of project team members

o Availability of technology

o Immediacy and frequency of information needs

o Desired form of project communications

o Expected length of the project

o Organizational risk level of project

o Expected "change" impact on end users

o Organizational culture

o Level of "external" communications needed

o Procurement contracts

o Any constraints advised by legal cnsel

o Document this information in a project communications management plan.

o Ensure that all formal project communications (and the work to produce them) is

included in the WBS and project schedule.

o Remember the basics: The three most powerful communication techniques are

also the simplest. Why are these techniques powerful? They work and most

people don't do them, so the contrast is very noticeable.

o Make it a high priority Dont shortcut project communications; show respect for

stakeholders.

o Use your manners: Be polite; show appreciation and gratitude.

o Follow-through: If you say you are going to do something, do it.

o Be proactive another key mindset and approach principle. Your enemies in project

communications are surprise, doubt, and uncertainty. Per the communications

plan, keep your targeted audiences informed on a consistent basis. Anticipate any

additional information needs. Never leave stakeholders wondering or needing to

call you first.
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o People and politics go together: another name for this is "don't be nave". Effective

communicators demonstrate an understanding and savviness for the political

nature of the project environment. They understand the political implications of

any potential communication and make sure to look at it from other perspectives

before delivering the intended message.

1.4 Best Practices of Effective Project Communicators

To better understand these communication principles and to improve your communication

abilities, let's review the common, best practices used by effective project communicators.

We'll look at general communications management, status reports, conducting meetings,

interpersonal skills, and the best use for the common communication media.

1.5 General Communications Management

First, let's review the best practices of general project communications management.

o Assign a point man To ensure quality and consistency in project communications,

make sure to assign specific project team members accountable for official project

communications. On most projects, you (the project manager) will serve as the

communications point. However, on larger projects, you may need to delegate

responsibility for certain communication items or for communication to targeted

stakeholders. This may include working closely with the company's human

resources, marketing, and/or corporate communications departments.

o Leverage natural strengths While you will always need to leverage many

communication forms and media, take advantage of any natural communications

strength you may possess and use the other methods to support those strengths.

o Perform stakeholder analysis As part of your communications planning, perform a

stakeholder analysis. This analysis should provide insights into the needs and

motivations of each stakeholder. In addition, use this assessment to validate what

type of project communications are needed to properly support each stakeholder

audience and manage their expectations.

o Use push and pull Effective project communicators use both push (send it to

them) and pull (make it available to them) communication methods. With the
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advent of central project repositories, the pull method has experienced growing

popularity. While the use of this method is excellent for anytime, on-demand

information needs by stakeholders, do not rely on it for important or urgent

project communications. Make sure to send (push) any important, urgent project

communications directly to the targeted stakeholders.

o Keep the information flowing A simple but powerful service provided by many

effective project communicators is to make sure the right people have the right

information to perform their roles. In many organizations, information tends to

not flow easily from one group to another. An effective project manager looks for

these bottleneck points and simply acts as a conduit for better information flow.

o Take communication decisions seriously Consider your relationship, the message

content, and available media options when making any communication decision.

In general, certain communication options are better for different types of

situations, and effective communicators choose wisely.

o Confirm technology and user training Always ensure that the technologies to be

used for your particular communication are working properly and that the affected

stakeholders understand how to leverage them correctly.

1.6 Communications Options

Now, more than ever, there are many communication media available to your project. To

best manage project communications, you need to understand the strengths and limits of each

option, so that you use the medium that is most appropriate for the type of relationship you

have with the targeted audience and for the content of the message. The right choices can

improve project productivity, facilitate open communications, and build stronger stakeholder

relationships. The wrong choices create misperceptions, confusion, and weaker stakeholder

relationships.

1.7 Status Reporting

The best status reporting practices of effective project communicators include

o Be consistent Provide progress status reports on a consistent, regular basis as

defined in the project communications plan.
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o Target reports Provide the appropriate level of detail for the targeted audience.

o Use bullets Use bullet points to summarize key facts; keep it short; enable reader

to quickly gauge the state of the project.

o Employ visuals Since most people are visual learners and most senior

management types need to get a thorough understanding of project status and/or

the project issue quickly, look for opportunities to provide information in a visual

format.

o Use color-coding If not defined for the organization; establish three general

threshold levels for key project metrics and critical success factors. For each level,

associate the appropriate stoplight colors green, yellow, or red. Then use these

colors to communicate the health of each key project metric on status report. This

allows senior management to get a quick reading on the project's health.

o Leverage exception-based approach Use the main (first part) of the status report to

highlight any exceptions or variances to the project plan.

1.8 Meetings

The best meeting practices of effective project communicators include the following:

o Know your gameplan Determine the overall goal and objectives for the meeting;

invite the right people; structure the meeting appropriately; determine what

preparation is needed by the meeting participants to make the meeting useful.

o Post agenda whenever possible, post an agenda in advance of the meeting. In

either case, make sure to review the agenda at the start of the meeting and check if

any modifications are needed.

o Facilitate be the meeting director. Review and set meeting context; review

meeting ground rules up-front; keep everyone engaged; keep the meeting flowing;

solicit feedback; summarize key points; seek consensus.

o Stay on track Keep the meeting on topic; timebox agenda items; watch out for

trying to solve problems in meetingsschedule follow-up meeting instead.

o Take notes Delegate someone to take notes of meeting decisions and action items.

o Attain closure before adjourning meeting, review all actions items (including

responsible owners and targeted completion times), summarize meeting results,
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schedule any necessary follow-up meetings, and thank attendees for their active

participation and time.

o Post minutes Distribute (post) meeting minutes within 24 hours of meeting

whenever possible to meeting participants and affected parties. If action is

required from non-attendees, seek their commitment before distributing minutes,

or note items on which they have not been consulted.

1.9 Interpersonal Skills

The next set of best practices are likely the most important because they impact the quality of

all your project communicationsthe formal and the more frequent day-to-day interpersonal

communications that occur between the project team and the project stakeholders. The

following list notes the key interpersonal skills demonstrated by effective communicators.

o Listen with a purpose

o Be humble

o Think before responding

o Take their perspective

o Don't be judgmental

o Be interested in others

o Seek to understand what they do, why they do it, and what pains they are

experiencing

o Validate perceptions before responding

o Show appreciation for their time and contributions

o Ask questions to confirm and improve your understanding

o Summarize what speaker said

o Make people feel heard

o Focus on building relationships

o Stay in control of your emotions

o Don't assume that a negative response by others is personalmost of the time it's

not

o Avoid interrupting, if at all possible

o Validate that you are being understood
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o Avoid terms and tones that imply judgement, guilt, wrongdoing on other parties

: Managing Expectations

Topic Objective:

 Learn the value of Reviewing Stakeholder Expectation Management

 Understand the critical Aspects of Expectations

 Learn the four critical aspects of stakeholder expectations

 Understand why completing a project on-time, on-budget, and within scope does not

guarantee success

 Learn seven Master Principles of Expectation Management

 Review leveraging Kickoff Meetings

Definition/Overview:

Value of Reviewing Stakeholder Expectation Management: While managing stakeholder

expectations speaks to the essence of project management and is a key objective of all project

definition, planning, and control activities, it is often ignored in introductory project management

books. Why? Well, I think there are many reasons, but there are two main ones. One, many

consider it to be an advanced project management topic. Two, many people do not know how to

manage expectations and thus just lump it with other project management activities.

While I agree that is very difficult to isolate strict expectation management activities or to talk

about managing expectations without discussing other aspects of project management, there is

tremendous value in taking a concentrated look at this:
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 Expectations are a critical success factor While scope, budget, and schedule are core

elements of managing expectations, there is moreand if you ignore it, the odds for real project

success a greatly diminished. We'll get into this more later in this topic.

 You can make a difference: Since expectations deal with "perceptions" and often get into

the "art" of project management, they can be less tangible, which makes it more challenging to

offer guidance. This won't stop us. We will review several powerful, tangible techniques you can

employ to better guide stakeholder expectations.

Key Points:

1. Sign of project management maturity: Nothing says "experience" and "I'm not a rookie"

more than a project manager who understands the importance of guiding stakeholder

expectations and who constantly focuses on this aspect of his/her project.

1. 1 Critical Aspects of Expectations

If you are going to attempt to influence something, you first need to know what makes up

that "something." For expectations, there is one key concept and four critical components

that need to be understood for effective management.

1.2 Balancing Reality and Perception

The key concept is that expectations are shaped by both reality and perception. In an ideal

project, both the reality and perception of project objectives, performance, targeted

results, and expected impact are aligned up-front among all stakeholders during project

definition and planning, and then remain this way throughout the project. However, this

ideal situation generally eludes us. Even when expectations are aligned during planning,

there are many influences and factors that can alter expectations during the course of the

project. As a project manager, your challenge is to guide the actual "real" performance of

the project, while simultaneously aligning and balancing the perception of each

stakeholder. This work is a dynamic, ongoing venture that is only complete when the

project is closed.
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1.3 Not Just Scope Management

There is more to managing expectations than just managing scope. Now, don't get me

wrong; managing scope is a very important part of managing expectations, but it's not

everything. There are four critical components of expectations. Each expectation element

is important to the success of the project and is subject to the natural push and pull

between project reality and stakeholder perceptions.

Let's review each expectation component in greater detail, explain the specific elements

included in each group, and discuss some of the tools and techniques that we can use to

help us manage each part.

o Critical Success Factors: This aspect includes the traditional measuring rods of

scope, schedule, and budget. In addition, it includes any additional acceptance

criteria that you established with your key stakeholders during project definition

and planning. The heart of project management (and nearly this entire book) is

focused on managing expectations around these elements, but the key tools are a

solid project definition document, a realistic schedule, a baseline budget, early

detection of performance variances, and disciplined change control.

o Project Impact: This component highlights the "change" impact of the project

output (results, solution, work products). It accounts for any work, process, or

organizational change experienced by any stakeholder as a result of the project

outcome. This aspect is commonly neglected by less experienced organizations

and project managers. As Dr. Stephen Covey (a world famous personal

development coach and author of The Sevens Habits book series) always says, the

key here is to think (and plan) with the end in mind. With this clarity, you can

better communicate a common vision of the project outcome and help

stakeholders prepare for the changes that will affect them.

o Work Products: This category covers things such as "that's not what I asked for,"

"that's not what I meant," and "oh no, you gave me exactly what I asked for." This

could be considered a part of project scope, but depending upon the level of detail

in your scope statement, it may not be adequately addressed. This category deals

with the detailed expectations surrounding the individual work products that each
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stakeholder has. At a minimum, it focuses on requirements management, quality

management, and overall project approach. We will discuss key requirements

management techniques that greatly improve your effectiveness here.

o Project Execution: This final component deals with the day-to-day execution of

the project. While not as critical as the other aspects, a lack of attention to these

elements will certainly create situations that can easily lead to underperforming

projects, and then to major expectation management activities. This category

deals with the efficiency and effectiveness of the project team, and with the

confidence the stakeholders have in them to successfully deliver the targeted

solution and in you to lead them there. Common elements in this group include

interactions between team and client stakeholders, clarity of roles, responsibilities,

work processes, and work assignments. In addition, many of the communication

and leadership techniques come into play here. Important principles to remember

here: Make sure team members are prepared for their interactions with

stakeholders; do not assume stakeholders have a clear understanding of project

processes and their work assignments; always look at the project from their

perspective; and proactively review (with a gentle touch) key tasks and targeted

completion dates.

o While we have broken down expectations into various components, it's important

to remember: Effective expectation management is not complicated. The success

formula for each aspect of expectation management is relatively straightforward:

o Get real Set realistic expectations; get initial agreement (buy-in) from affected

stakeholders; review assumptions and constraints; talk about it; address it; get

clarity and understanding

o Keep it balanced Manage changes; align project reality with stakeholder

perceptions; proactively communicate; educate; constantly validate and affirm

perceptions; regularly assess performance; reset expectations as needed

o Follow-through Deliver; honor the agreements; get the work done; "under-

promise, over-deliver."
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1.4 Seven Master Principles of Expectation Management

Now that we have a good feel for the breadth of managing expectations, you can likely

see the value of many of key project planning and project control fundamentals. Before

we do a quick capsulation of those items and then delve into two other powerful tools for

managing expectations requirements management and kickoff meetings let's look at the

seven master principles that drive all expectation management activity:

o Get buy-in whether it's the critical success criteria, resource and time

commitments, or individual work assignments, invest the time and energy to gain

their trust and to make sure you have genuine buy-in from the affected parties.

This is why effective planning is a must.

o Take care of business: This is the "blocking and tackling" fundamentals of project

management. Set your baselines, manage to them, and properly handle and

communicate any variances.

o Communicate the "big picture": With the end goal in mind, clearly sell the vision

on where the project is going, what the targeted solution will be like, and why

each work assignment is important. People want to know "why" and understand

the importance of their role.

o Listen and be alert: If stakeholders are not "on the same page" or have "unstated

expectations," there are always cues and signals. Look and listen for them and

make it a priority to deal with them quickly. When we discuss managing

requirements, probing for unstated expectations will be a key focus.

o Take their perspective: This ability is a mainstay for effective expectation

management, and it will empower you to anticipate the needs and concerns of

your project stakeholders. It will also drive a "flexible" mindset that allows you to

adapt approaches, plans, and specifications to best meet the situation at hand.

Never assume: A key principle that needs constant attention. Many don't realize the

assumptions that are working under until it is too late.
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1.5 Leveraging Kickoff Meetings

Kickoff meetings are a simple but powerful tool to help manage expectations. We could

have discussed these in our topic on project communications, as is typically done, but

they are such an instrumental tool in managing expectations, I felt it was better to do it

here.

In general, a kickoff meeting is simple. Get all of the targeted stakeholders together to

officially review the project and get it underway. So why focus on this technique?

Kickoff meetings are invaluable for accomplishing certain things related to expectation

management, and many people either do not do them properly or under-utilize them.

1.6 Primary Goals

The three primary goals for any kickoff meeting should include the following:

o Give official notification that the project (or project phase) is underway

o Achieve a common expectation baseline for all stakeholders

o Start the relationship-building process between project team, customers, and other

stakeholders

1.7 Key Recommendations

With these goals in mind, here are some key recommendations for better kickoff

meetings:

o The meeting size, length, and logistics will vary depending on organizational

culture, project size, number of stakeholders, project methodology, and project

importance. Plan your kickoff meetings accordingly.

o As a rule, don't try to do too much or cover everything. Use follow-up, mini-

kickoff meetings with focused groups or specific individuals to cover the details.

o For general kickoffs, get everyone there if possible, especially the executive

sponsors.

o Set context for everyone. Focus on the "why." Review project purpose,

objectives, and value to the business.

o Clarify the priorities, target goals, and the critical success factors.
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o Paint the picture. Enable everyone to visualize how the final solution will look,

how it will impact them, and how all the pieces fit together.

o Get to know each other. Start the relationship-building and teamwork processes.

Introduce everyone.

o Review roles and responsibilities and project team organization. Emphasize each

person's role, expected time commitment, and value.

o Establish your leadership and the energy for the project. Set the tone; generate

enthusiasm and motivation.

1.8 Requirements ManagementThe Difference Maker

A large percentage of expectation misunderstandings have their origins in the

requirements gathering and requirements management processes. The frustrating thing

about these situations is that most of these can (or could) be avoided. While the subject of

requirements definition is a field of study itself, we will leverage the Pareto principle

here. We will focus our attention on addressing the common requirements-related

problems and the key principles and guidelines that will make the most difference in your

future requirements definition and management efforts.

1.9 Common Problems to Avoid

To better understand the value of the recommended principles and guidelines, let's take a

quick review of the common problems with gathering and defining requirements:

o Not well-written Requirements are ambiguous, inconsistent, too high-level, or not

clear.

o Incomplete List of requirements is not complete to properly define the solution.

o Unstated expectations: The list of requirements does not accurately reflect all of

the expectations held by the stakeholders for the targeted solution.

o Inflexible process: While specifications do need to be agreed to and finalized at

certain points, defining requirements is an evolutionary process and things do

change. The system for managing requirements must anticipate this reality.

o Lack of verification: The age-old problem with language. Using statements to

describe a targeted solution creates many opportunities for misunderstandings and
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misperceptions. In most cases, you need to employ other techniques and methods

to verify that you are defining the "right" solution.

o Lack of education: Often, the stakeholders who are defining the solution

requirements don't fully understand the entire requirements process and the

significance or impact of their decisions.

2.0 Principles to Remember for Better Requirements Management

To help you develop better requirements and to improve your ability to manage both

requirements and expectations throughout the project, let's review the following

principles:

o Requirements definition is an evolutionary process. Plan your project approach

and requirements management tools accordingly.

o Requirements definition process should consist of a combination of gathering

techniques. The specific techniques chosen should be based on risks and

characteristics of the project.

o Requirements should describe what, not how.

o Requirements should avoid any unnecessary constraints.

o Requirements should be complete, explicit, realistic, and understandable by all

parties.

o Requirements should be linked to the intended solution.

o Requirements should be prioritized.

o Listen. Do not pre-judge or draw conclusions too quickly.

o Strive to convert expectations into requirements.

o Educate appropriate stakeholders on the requirements process.

o

o Guidelines for Better Requirements

o To avoid the common problems identified earlier and to greatly increase your

requirements definition prowess, note the following guidelines:

o Focus on user "experience." Understand how the user interacts with the targeted

solution.

o Understand the user's workflow.
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o Understand the user's work environment.

o Always ask "why?"

o Include other non-language exhibits/models as part of the requirements definition

o To help make better design decisions, define requirements in both present and

future needs whenever possible.

o Identify each requirement with a unique ID.

o Document any accompanying assumptions.

o Use a quality checklist to improve the effectiveness of your requirements.

o Monitor and control changes to requirements.

o Use a requirements traceability matrix (RTM) to link each requirement to one or

more aspects of the final solution. This is a powerful tool to ensure that every

requirement is accounted for and to better control "gold-plating."
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